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Claudia Goodwin 3/97 Gary Mack 3/97
Steven L. Huss 3/98 Earl Hansen 3/98
WiUiamWebb 3/99 Harold Maybeck 3/99
TAX COLLECTOR PLANNING BOARD
Ellen King 3/99 F-arl Hansen,Chrm 3/97
P. Bartholomew, Dep.* Steven L. Huss, Ex 0*
Richard D. Currier 3/97TOWN CLERK David Moore 3/98
Priscilla Bartholomew 3/99 Marsha Harmony 3/98
Ellen King, Dep. * T^ura Heath, Alt. 3/97
TOWN TREASURER Michael O'Donnell 3/98




TRUS I'EE OF TRUST FUND Open, Alt
Anthony Raymond 3/97
Samuel Laverack 3/98 SEWER DISTRICT MANAGER




Richard Fabian Jr. 3/98 TOWN HALL COMMITTEE
Patti Biedennan, Ex-O* Steven Szabadics
Charles Clifford 3/97 Open
James 0*E)onnell 3/99 Open, Ex-O
SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST LIBRARIAN
Anthony Raymond 3/2002 Mary Delashmit
Margaret Currier 3/2000 Jane Blaine, Asst.
Roger Gage 3/98 LIBRARY TRUS IEES
MODERATOR Jane Huntoon, Treas 3/98
Ross V. E)eachman 3/97 Gary Cripps 3/97
Nancy W. Grady 3/97
COMPLIANCE OFFICER Susan Stepp 3/98
Richard Mardin * Janet Hunt-Hawkins 3/99
OVERSEER OF WELFARE SCHOOLBOARD
Laura Heath 3/97 Samuel Laverack 3/97
D. Arthur Bartholomew 3/97EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Patti- Jean Biedeiuian 3/98
SERVICES
Steven A. Greene 3/98
Rarl Hansen






1996 TOWN OFFICERS - continued
CONSERVATION COMMISSION RECREATION BOARD
Kevin Frank 3/97 Janet Hunt-Hawkins 3/99
Jack Saunders 3/99 Rmille Plasse 3/97
Scott Pulsifer, Alt 3/99 Robert MUler 3/98
T ^ny Spencer, Chrui. 3/97 Paul Elkins 3/98
Mary Morrill, Alt 3/97 Linda Baker,Alt 3/98
Gail Maggi, Alt 3/97 Patricia Driscoll 3/99
Open Thomas Stepp,Alt 3/97
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUST- PEMI BAKER HOME HEALTH
MENT AGENCY
Olive St^les,Chrui 3/98 Lillian Plasse
Steven Page, Alt 3/97 Joan Lovett
Harry Decker 3/99
Ronald Huntoon 3/97 POLICE DEPARTMENT
Adam Tatem 3/97 Chiefly H.Gagne
Priscilla Farrell 3/97
Sergeant Shawn Magoon
I^rryGooch,Alt 3/97 Officer Mark E. Nash
Michael Hyland, Alt 3/98 Officer Jeffrey Meier
Officer Jake Patridge
DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS
Lyle Thompson,Dir SPECIAL OFFICERS
Officer Bob Gilmore
PARK BOARD Officer Steve Calderwood
Richard Currier 3/98 Officer Deb Lewis
Susan Clark 3/97 Officer Gary Prince
Mark Ledger 3/99 Non-emergency 968-9555





Adam Tatem Maureen Evleth
Open ASSESSOR
WHITE OAK SOLID WASTE1t Avitar Association
DISTRICT COMMITTEE TOWN AUDITORS
Susan Webster Vachon & Clukay
Claudia Goodwin Dave Clukay. 131 Middle Street,
open Manchester, N.H. 03101
Open
* "...until another person shall be
chosen and qualified...**
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1996 BOARD OF SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Many changes will be occuning during the year of 1997. The Fire/Police Sta-
tion is projected to be finished by Spring and the Highway Maintenance Garage is
now completed. The efforts of the Building Committee and our Clerk of the Works,
Joe Nichols, are to be conmiended.
Our Town Administrator, Sandy Heath, who has been with us for over nine
years, will be leaving. Sandy, along with her dedicated service to the Town, will be
missed. At the time of this publication, the Board has been actively seeking a
replacement.
The bike path is currently being surveyed, and more information on the path
will be included in the Town*s first newsletter, which will be coming out soon.
Susan Webster left last year and her absence has been felt by all of us. Her
many years dedicated to the Town is continuing as amember of the Planning Board
and the White Oak Solid Waste District.
Bill Webb, ournew Selectman, has brought many fresh ideas to the Board and
has been a tremendous help throughout the year.
Harry Heath retired from his position as Town Treasurer, but continued as the
bookkeeper. Thank you, Harry, for your many years of dedicated service.
Mike O'Leary is our new Town Treasurer. He has performed the tasks of his
position in an exemplary way.
Robin Smith has been chosen to replace Karen Currier as the Director of the
Recreation Department. Her professional ^proach to her new post should be rec-
ognized. Karen Currier should also be praised for her vision in seeing the need for
the Town of Holdemess to have its own Recreation Department and for her dedi-
cation in following through with that vision.
There were many issues facing the Board this year. The most important being
the current status of the Transfer Station and the increased costs associated with
operating the facility. The increased costs were the result of State regulations and
were unforseen at budget time last year. The needs of the Transfer Station must be
addressed in the near future.
Other issues that came before the Board this year emphasize the importance
of zoning and continually reviewing and revising our Zoning Ordinance. We need
to realize we are not in a static environment, and our ordinances must continually
evolve to adapt to new issues. Of particular importance this year were those relat-
ing to environmental matters involving fiood prone areas and watersheds. This is
another area where citizen input is vital. Volunteers are welcomed on all Town
boards.
The Selectmen spent a great deal of time this year working with department
heads in reviewing the budget process and the various department budgets. We
have watched with great interest how other area towns are facing property tax
issues, and consider the area of town government one which demands a constant
and watchful eye. Our goal this year was to have the Town portion of the budget
flat or decrease from prior years budgets without the inclusion of the bond pay-
ment on the new Highway and Fire/Police Facilities. The department heads should
be conmiended in putting up with the pressures and demands placed upon them
during this process. We have every confidence that they can meet or exceed these
goals.
In closing we would like to extend our thanks and appreciation to all our
Departments and Staff for their ongoing, outstanding performance.
We wish you all the best in this year of 1997.
Respectfully submitted,






In 1996 we finalized at the town level the 106 tax abatements submitted for
the 1995 tax year. 22 have chosen to appeal further to either the Supreme court or
to the Board of Tax and Land appeals. Our assessing finn, Avitar, has completed
listing and measuring the buildings in one section of town. Another section of
town is to be done again this year. All properties in the town are to be listed and
measured by 1999. This year we will have a representative from Avitar working at
the Selectmen's office one day a month through the year to handle abatements and
assessing issues.
A Safety Committee was established and met quarterly. The town employees
have an excellent record, having only one or two minor work related injuries re-
ported yearly. We have no pattern of repeated injuries.
The underground gasoline and diesel tanks were removed from theTown Hall
property this year. The new facilities will have above the ground fuel tanks at their
sites.
After nine years working for the town, I have decided it's time for a career
move. It's been a pleasure working with Priscilla, Ellen and Maureen through the
years. A special thanks to the Highway crew for letting me ride with them when
they plowed snow. I appreciate all the help given me by the town departments and
boards, answering my questions and working with me. I'm sure you will help the
new Administrator as much as you helped me. To the past and present Selectmen




HOLDERNESS TOWN REPORT CARD
SUMMARY
Before existing the polls at last year's Town Election, voters were asked to
complete a questionnaire grading several areas of town departments and services.
A summary of the responses to that questionnaire follows.
This summaries and copies of all the questionnaires were made available to
all department heads to review your grades, conmients and thoughts. We hope
that by improving conmiunication between the citizens of Holdemess and town
departments we can identify your areas of concern and address them. In addition
to identifying areas of concern, it is important to recognize performance when it
is exemplary and deserved - let*s call this the Holdemess Department Achieve-
ment Award.
Last year you gave the Holdemess Fire Department an overall score of 9. 164
out of 10, and the Town Offices an overall score of 9.111 out of 10. Congratula-
tions to Dick Mardin and the Fire Department staff and to Ellen King, Priscilla




SUMMARY OF REPORT CARDS FILLED
OUTAT TOWN MEETING
MARCH 12 & 13, 1996
Questionnaires were filled out using a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being poor and
10 being excellent. Results were tallied only from responses to each question. If a
response was left blank or filled out with a comment instead of a number, it was
not used in coming us with final tally. The results are listed in order showing
average score followed in parentheses by number of responses.
1. Town Roads General Conditions 6.25 (187)
Snow Removal 8.19 (183)
2. Transfer Station: Hours of Operation 8.18 (168)
Courteous and helpful attendants 8.35 (163)
3. Library (town) General Selection of Materials 8.21 (123)
Hours of Operation 7.62 (124)
Assistance of Staff 9.29 (123)
4. Police Department: Timeliness of Response to Calls 8.72 (145)
Satisfactory Response to Calls 8.61 (142)
Professionalism of Staff 8.81 (165)
5. Fire Department: Timeliness of Response to Calls 9.30 (126)
Satisfactory Response to Calls 9.16 (129)
Preparedness of Department and Staff ... 9.04 (134)
6. Zoning Board: Assistance in Handling Questions ..-. 6.54 (104)
Ordinance and Psperv/otk. Clear 6.21 (104)
Courteous and Helpful 6.81 (107)
7. Planning Board: Assistance in Handling Questions 7.31 (101)
Regulations and Paperwork Clear 6.68 (100)
Courteous and Helpful 7.62 (105)
8. Town Offices: Courtesy of Staff 9.17 (187)
Assistance in Handling Questions 9.05 (181)
9. Recreation Department* Selection of Recreation Opportunities .... 8.25 ( 96)
Satisfaction with Programs 8.40 ( 91)
Courtesy of Staff 9.11 ( 92)
10. Town Beach: Cleanliness ofTown Beach 8.76 (103)
Hours of Operation 8.53 ( 98)
Courtesy of Staff 8.78 ( 85)
Average of All Scores 8.19
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TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
TOWN MEETING - MARCH 12, 13, 1996
At the annual Town Meeting of the Town of Holdemess held on March 12 and
13, 1996, the following business was transacted.
At 8:00 a.m. on Tuesday March 12, 1996, at the Holdemess Town Hall, the
Moderator, Ross Deachman convened the meeting and started the reading of the
Warrant. After reading Articles 1 and 2, the Moderator declared the polls open. At
7:00 p.m. the polls were closed and ballots were counted. Results were announced
and winners were declared by the Moderator.
At 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday , March 13, 1996 at the Holdemess Central School
the Meeting resumed. Moderator, Ross V. Deachman opened the meeting with the
pledge of allegiance, led by Malcolm '*Tink" Taylor and by having a moment of
silence for those residents who passed away during the year of 1995. Moderator,
Ross Deachman asked for a motion that we dispense from reading the remainder
of the Warrant and take the articles up one at a time as they appear in the Warrant
Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Malcolm Taylor. A voice vote was taken
and the motion passed. The results of the town election which took place Tuesday,
March 12, 1996 were announced by the Moderator.
ARTICLE 1: To choose aU Town Officers by official ballot:
Selectman for 3 years:
WiUiamWebb had 240
Susan C. Webster had 126
Town Treasurer for 1 year:
Michael O'Leary had 315
Town Clerk for 3 years:
Priscilla Bartholomew had 344
Tax Collector for 3 years:
BlenKing had 351
Overseer of Welfare for 1 year:
Laura M. Heath had 327
Tmstee of Trust Fund for 3 years:
Maurice LaFreniere had 323
Fire Warden for 3 years:
Harold R Maybeck had 243
Library Trustee for 3 years:
Janet Hunt-Hawkins had 333
Supervisor of Checklist for 6 years:
Tony Raymond had 58
Trustees of the Cemeteries:





School Board Member for 3 years:
Peter Francesco had 300
School District Moderator for 3 years:
Malcohn *Tink" Taylor had 53
School District Treasurer for 3 years:
Kathleen S. Whittemore had 297
School District Qerk fOT 3 years:
Nancy Ruhm had 23
Pemi Regional School District:
Moderator for 1 year
Robert B.Clay had 323
School Board Member from Ashland for 3 years:
Ann Marie Reever had 288
School Board Member from Campton for 1 year:
Susan P. Johnston had 276
School Board Member from Holdemess for 3 years:
RossDeachman had 322
School Board Member from Plymouth for 1 year:
Kathleen R. Ringlein had 155
Stephen Beltrami, Sr. had 97
School Board Member from Rumney for 3 years:
Ken Sutherland, Jr. had 187
Arthur A. Morrill had 70
School Board Member from Campton for 3 years:
Laurie Donahue had 107
Peter Pettengill had 154
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote by official ballot on the amend-
ments to the existing Zoning Ordinance as proposed.
#1: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 to Article in, D, 6,
Determination of Soil Type, as prqx)sed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: Rl^OVE- all of the existing wording. ADD-Tests
for soils mapping to determine soil information for use in this ordinance shall be as
required by Selectmen or Zoning Board of Adjusmient, as appropriate. All costs
for determining soils information shall be borne by the applicant. (This is recom-
mended by the Planning Board.)
YES 227 NO 112
#2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 to Article V, General
Provisions, Section H, Setbacks, as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: ADD-'Tor anynew cluster, condominiums, or simi-
lar development there will be a minimum of 35 feet between each structure, ex-
cept, garages and storage buildings not exceeding 15 feet may have a minimum
distance from other structures of not less than 1 5 feet. This is for the purpose of life
safety and fire protection." (This is recommended by the Planning Board.)
YES 256 NO 85
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#3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 to Article V, General
Provisions, Section J, Sewage and Waste Disposal Systems, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: REPLACE the exist-
ing wording with "Construction, Development , or improvement of any structure
that could cause an increase in sewage and waste disposal shall meeting all appli-
cable State and local requirements. These requirements shall include (but not be
limited to) this Zoning Ordinance, Holdemess Sewage and Waste Disposal Ordi-
nance, and the NH Department of environmental Services regulations. The most
stringent requirements shall ^ply in cases of conflict." ( This is recommended by
the Planning Board.)
YES 235 NO 101
#4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 to Article V, General
Provisions, Section P, Natural Woodlands Buffer, as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: RETITLE-"Shorelands Protec-
tion". ADD-"To call attention to RSA483-B this ordinance shall reiterate portions
of the Comprehensive Shorelands Protection Act with the following:
a. The minimum standards only apply within the protected shoreland. The
protected shoreland is all land located within 250 of the reference line of public
waters as deUneated by the State.
b. The following shall be prohibited:





2. No fertilizer, except for lime or wood ash shall be used on grass areas
on all existing and future residential properties.
(Should this amendment be approved the already approved existing wording
will be relabeled items c&d.) (This is reconmiended by the Planning Board.)
YES 259 NO 88
#5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 to Article VII, Non-
conforming Structures or Lots, as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: ADD-"'niis includes repair and inkind replacement."
This shall be placed at the end of the existing #1 wording. (This is recommended
by the Planning Board.)
YES 212 NO 118
#6. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment #6 to Article VII, Non-
conforming Structures or Lots, as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: REMOVE-all of existing #3 wording. Renumber
sections. ( This is recommended by the Planning Board.)
YES 214 NO 105
#7. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #7 to Article IX, Admin-
istration and Enforcement B, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zon-




ADD-**Any person, persons, partnership trust or corporation intending
to erect, construct, alter, demolish, or reconstruct any building or structure,
shall first make application for a building permit on forms obtained from the
Selectmen*s office.**
2. Add-*Two copies of [Site Assessment]forms as required by the NH
Department of Environmental Services shall be filed with the Town clerk, one
sh^ be given to the Planning Board, the other shall be given to the compli-
ance Officer who shall review it with the Selectmen. This form is required by
the State ofNew Hampshire prior to executing a purchase and sale agreement
on any property within 200 feet of a public water body greater than 10 acres.**
(This is recommended by the Planning Board.)
YES 221 NO 122
ARTICLE 3: To see if tlje Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
nine hundred fifty thousand dollars($950,000.00) for the purpose of building a
police/fire station and a highway garage; such sum to be raised through the issu-
ance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act,
RSA 33:1 et. seq., as amended; to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and
accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may be available for said project; to
authorize the Selectmen laws applicable to said project; to authorize the Select-
men to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine the
rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize
the Selectmen to take any other action or to pass any other vote relative thereto
(reconmiended by the Board of Selectmen and by the Budget Committee.(2/3 bal-
lot vote required) Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Olive Staples. No dis-
cussion followed, a briefexplanation was given by the Moderator, Ross Deachman
about the voting procedure. The polls were opened and remained open for one
hour. A motion was asked for by the Moderator, Ross Deachman, that once every-
one in the room had a chance to vote, that he would continue on with subsequent
articles. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by James Greene. A voice vote was
taken on the motion and the motion passed. After one hour the polls were declared
closed by the Moderator. The ballots were counted, there was a total of 197. There
were 156 yes votes and 41 no. The Moderator declared ,that Article III PASSED
by the necessary 2/3 vote.
ARTICLE 4: To accept the report of all Town Officers and Committees.
Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Olive Staples. No discussion fol-
lowed.
A voice vote was taken and the article Passed.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
one hundred seventy-five thousand dollars ($175,000.00) to purchase the Helen
Miller property, tax map 5 lot 60A on Route 3 and authorize the withdrawal ofone
hundred sixty thousand dollars ($160,0(X).00) plus interest from the Land/Build-
ing Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund. The balance of fourteen thousand dollars
($14,000.00) is to be raised from general taxation. [NOTE: A deposit of $1,000.00
has been placefl on the property from 1995 funds.] Recommended by the Select-
men and Budget Conmiittee.
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Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Larry Gooch. The question was raised
about purchasing the land if the bond issue did not pass. Larry Gooch stated he felt
the land was worth purchasing regardless. Olive Staples made a motion to post-
pone consideration on Article V until the vote on Article EI is known. Seconded by
Nancy Ruhm. A voice vote was taken on the motion. The chair being in doubt,
requested a standing vote. After a standing vote, the motion PASSED. After the
results of the vote on Article III were announced Article V was moved by Olive
Stales and seconded by Patti Biederman. A voice vote was taken and the article
PASSED.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
fourteen thousand dollars ($14,000.00) for renovations to the front of the existing
Fire Station, to accommodate a new fire engine. [NOTE: This article is not neces-
sary ifARTICLE 4 is passed.] Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Com-
mittee A motion was made to postpone, moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by
Olive Staples.
A voice vote was taken and the motion PASSED. After the results of Article
III were announced ,Richard Mardin moved to pass over Article VI and it sec-
onded by Earl Hansen. A voice vote was taken and the motion PASSED.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town Will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
two hundred thirty-six thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($236,250.00) to be









Transfer Station Closure 2,000
Recreation Path 7,000
Reconunended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee. Moved by Larry
Gooch and seconded by Olive Stales. Several questions followed. A voice vote
was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of one
hundred seventy five thousand dollars ($175,0(X).00) for the purpose of a new fire
engine and accessories and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum from the Capi-
tal Reserve Fund created for that purpose. [NOTE: The new engine is to replace
our 1970 International fire engine which will be sold by sealed bid with the rev-
enues to return to the general fund.] Recommended by Uie Selectmen and Budget
Committee. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Alden VanSickle. Calvin
Huckins made a motion to postpone any action on Article VIII until the results on
Articles III, V, and VI are known, seconded by Olive Staples. A voice vote was
taken and the motion was DEFEATED. A vote on the main question was taken by
voice and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 9: To See if the Town will vote to create an expendable general
fund trust fund under the provisions of RSA 31:19-A, to be known as the Forest
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Fire Expendable Trust Fund, for the purpose of forest fire suppression and to raise
and ^propriate the sum of two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) to be
placed in this fund. Any future monies received as reimbursements for forest fire
suppression will be placed in this fund. The Selectmen are to be designated as
agents to expend the monies in the trust. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee. Moved by Richard Mardin and seconded by James Greene. A
voice vote was taken and the article was PASSED.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable general
fund trust fund under the provisions of RSA 31:19-a, to be known as the Flood
Expendable Trust Fund, for the purpose of life safety from flooding and repairs
from flood damage and to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dol-
lars.($5,000) to be placed in this fund. The Selectmen are to be designated as agents
to expend the monies in the trust Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget
Committee. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Olive Staples. Earl Hansen
explained that the money is used for road repair and manpower after flooding. A
voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of two
hundred thirty five thousand dollars ($235,000) for reconstruction of a section of
Shepard Hill Rd. and Coxboro Rd. and to authorize the withdrawal of said funds
from the Road Reconstruction capital reserve fund. Recommended by the Select-
men and Budget Committee. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Fran Taylor.
Several questions followed. A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars ($15,000.(X)) for the construction of the proposed recreation path
and to authorize the withdrawal of said funds from the capital reserve fund created
for that purpose. [NOTE: These funds were raised in 1995 but not expended.]
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.] Moved by Margaret
Winton and seconded by Fran Taylor. William Webb explained that the money
would be used for design and the planning of the path. A voice vote was taken and
the article was declared passed by the Moderator. Stanley Graton requested a divi-
sion of the house. A standing vote was taken and the article PASSED. At this point
in the meeting the Chair entertained a motion to limit reconsideration on Articles I
through XII. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Patti Biederman. A voice
vote was taken and the motion carried. Articles I through XII are subject to limited
consideration at this point.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to act
as agents to expend monies from the following Coital Reserve Funds: Land/Build-
ings Acquisition, Highway Truck, Grade/Loader, Police Cruiser, Fire Truck, Road
Reconstruction, Town Hall, Conservation Commission, Sewer Reconstruction,
Transfer Station Closure and Recreation Path. Moved by Maurice Lafreniere and
seconded by Olive Staples. A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Municipality will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two million nine hundred eighty-one thousand eight hundred sixty-
three dollars($2,981.863.00) which represents the posted operating budget. Said
sum does include special and individual articles addressed. Recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee. A motion was made by William Webb that the
sum read ($2,964,563.00), the motion was seconded by Larry Gooch. William
Webb explained the reason for the difference. About $5,000.00 was put into gen-
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eral government building fund, which won't be needed, the $14,000.00 was for
renovations to the current fire station, and an additional $1,700.00 was added to
the Police Dept. budget which is a result of a recent case which has cut into the
Police DepL budget. A voice vote was taken on the motion presented by William
Webb which read $2,964,563.00 and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to ratify an agreement between
the Town of Holdemess and Holdemess 2000 and the State ofNew Hampshsire to
facilitate application for, and receipt of , grant funds pertaining to the constniction,
operation and maintenance of a bicycle path. The agreement shall not be deemed
to commit theTown to future grants or obligations ofany kind without appropriate
safeguards and indenmifications. Moved by Margaret Winton and seconded by
Olive Stales. A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the town wishes to amend the existing agreement
under Section 218 of the Social Security Act by excluding the services performed
by election workers for a calendar year in which the remuneration paid for such
service is less than $1,000. Moved by Olive Staples and seconded by Earl Hansen.
A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 17: Shall the town accept the provisions of RSA 31:95-b provid-
ing that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefi-
nitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by the town meeting, unanticipated money from
a state, federal or other governmental unit or private source which becomes avail-
able during the fiscal year?
Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Larry Gooch.A voice vote was taken
and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept gifts of personal property, other than money, which may be offered to the
Town for any public purpose piu'suant to RSA 3 1 :95-e. This authority shall remain
in effect until rescinded by the Town Meeting. Moved by Earl Hansen and sec-
onded by Malcolm 'Tlnk" Taylor. A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept on bbhalf of the town gifts, legacies and devises made to the town in trust
for public puiposes pursuant to RSA 31:19. This authority shall remain in effect
until rescinded by the Town Meeting. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by
Malcolm**'nnk** Taylor. A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 20: To transact any other business that may legally come before
the meeting. Ross Deachman presented an award to Georgene Fabian for being
recognized by the office of State Planning and Lakes Region Planning Commis-
sion as one of the State ofNew Hampshire top volunteers. Selectman, Steve Huss,
thanked Susan Webster for her six years of service. Larry Gooch, thanked die
Building Conmiittee for the work that was done by the committee. Earl Hansen
moved that the meeting be adjourned and Olive Staples seconded. The article car-
ried in the affirmative and the Town Meeting adjourned at 8:35p.m.








The Annual Town Meeting of March, 1996 approved the construction of a
new Police and Fire Station, and a new Town Highway Department Garage and
Maintenance Building. Subsequent to that meeting, the current Board of Select-
men asked the Building Committee to remain in place to oversee the design and
construction of these facilities. Sue Webster rejoined the committee, which has
now been in continuous existence with essentially the same membership since
November of 1994.
The first month or so following the Town Meeting was spent in discussions
with the Board of Selectmen, and among the committee itself, to determine how
best to proceed with the two {H'ojects. The central concerns involved maximizing
the value of the constructed facilities, and insuring theat the interests of the town,
and its investment, would be adequately protected. With these concerns in mind,
the commitee and the Board of Selectmen retained Joe Nichols, ofNichols-Renasco,
as a technical consultant and owner's agent. Somewhat incorrectiy described as a
"clerk of the works", Joe*s actualjob would be to assist with contractual issues and
construction documentation, to provide verification of both the quality and quan-
tity of work for both projects, and to review and approve requests for payment. Joe
performed similiar work for the School Board during the recent school building
addition, and the use of his services was highly endorsed by the then chair of the
School Board.
Organizationally, we decided to separate the two projects, each to be under
the supervision of its own sub-conunittee. The approved funds were allocated be-
tween the two projects to provide a working budget for both groups. The commit-
tee chair retained oversight and responsibility for both projects, and assumed the
responsibility for monitoring financial conmiitments as they were made.
Additionally, we would use a different approach with the two projects. The
Town Highway Garage would be constructed on a design-build basis, while the
Police and Fire Station would be designed by an architect, and constructed under
the direction of a general contractor. Trapper Brown Corporation was ^proached
to submit a series of design-build proposals for the Highway Department Mainte-
nance Garage, and Ward D'Elia of Samyn-D*Elia Architects, PA, was retained to
continue the design work for the Police and Fire Station.
Allen Howe chaired the sub-committee for the Town Highway Garage, and
eventually assumed the role of full-time on-site owner's representative. Under
Allen's direction, we sub-contracted directiy for site clearing. A floor plan and
contract for construction of the garage were arrived at with TBC. The final floow
plan, and the shape of the building, differ from what was presented at the Town
Meeting, the changes reflecting input from Allen, and the coaching of TBC with
respect to controlling the economics of space enclosure.
Assistant Road Agent Wilson Earl, utilizing a rented bulldozer, grubbed and
leveled the site, established the surface drainage, and readied the site for the build-
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ing construction. As work proceeded on the building, the town highway depart-
ment would make many contributions to the project, including clearing additional
trees, re-sh^ing the site as required, trucking in gravel and fill to continue to build
up the traffic surface, building the loading ramps at the entrances to the sand and
salt shed, swiping felled trees for rough-sawn lumber, and providing the man-
power to erect the sander shed.
Allen prepared sketches and construction requirements for the sand and salt
shed, based on his experience with state faciUties. Prices to construct the salt shed
were soUcited from TBC and Andy Hancock of Baker Valley Lumber, with the
nod going to Andy Hancock. When the shed was substantially complete, Andrian
Robie provided paving for the interior of the salt half of the shed at a reasonable
price.
Throughout the project, Allen worked closely with the Highway Department
regarding die location of the exterior faciUties, the shaping of the site, and the
actual completion of the exterior work. He successfully scrounged, borrowed,
swapped for, or otherwise caused to be delivered to the site. The steel cables for
tying the upper ends of the salt shed poles together; gravel, sandy fill; used tele-
phone poles, structural sleet, timber for purlins, and salvaged metal roofing for the
sander shed. He worked a full work week, plus some Saturdays and Sundays, from
the onset of site woik in early June through to completion in early December. He
donated his considerable expertise, the use of his equipment, and a great deal of
love and personal energy to the completion of this project. The breadth of its scope,
and the details of its finish, are a tribute to his care and concern.
The entire Town Highway Department contributed time, energy, and enthusi-
asm to the completion of this project. Wilson Earl in particular shared Alan*s en-
thusiasm and love for the work, and contributed a great deal to the project. The
finished job reflects his skill with a bulldozer, his eye for slopes, cuts, and grades,
his ability to handle a welding torch and stick, and a good chunck of his "spare"
time.
From start to finish, TBC was extremely helpful, allowing the use of their
equipment wh^n it was stored on site, renting equipment and providing sandy fill
or gravel at very competitive rates, acconmiodating minor changes to scope, such
as water and electrical lines at the sander shed, electrical lines and lights at the salt
shed, and the electrical work for the fuel dispensing tank, at modest cost
The Town officially took occupancy of the garage on 6 December. The sand
and salt shed, sander storage rack, and fuel dispensing unit, were already func-
tional and in use as of that date.
We have achieved far more in value than we had money to purchase. While,
as in any project, all is not perfect, and there remains work to be done, the town
should be both pleased with the result, and proud of what has been accomplished.
The Fire and PoUce Station proceeded with more deliberation, and with more
difficulty. A design review with both the police and fire departments reaffirmed
the program elements on which the conceptual design had been based. A detailed
design was started, based on the two level comcept presented prior to and at the
town annual meeting, and on the budget and space parameters estabUshed just
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prior to that meeting. As work progressed, a feeling of concern emerged regarding
the cost of the constructed project. The decision was made to have the construction
cost professionally estimated, based on the site information, schematic design, and
preliminary specifications then in hand. This estimate confirmed suspicions that
the constructed cost would exceed our budget.
At this point, the design was changed to put everything on one level. This was
done with no reduction in overall floor space - in fact, the floor space has been
increased somewhat from the numbers used at the final bond hearing. Even with
everything on one level, the site was still proving to bemore difficult to work with
than we had envisioned. With the costs continuing to look like they could run
ahead of budget, another course change was made. In essence, we decided to in-
volve the contractor in the process of steering the project toward a fixed budget.
By doing this, we would avoid what might turn out to be serveral bid iterations. In
addition, we would be employing the contractor's knowledge of economical con-
struction techniques, materials, material sourcing, and subcontract negotiating skills,
to reducing coss to the benefit of the project.
Pre.inimary proposals for a form of construction management were solicited
from a selected group of contractors. We interviewed key personnel, evaluated
creativity, ability, experience with similar projects, and the "fit" between each con-
tractor, the committee, and this project. We selected Meridian Construction of
Laconia, and a contract was signed for a guaranteed maximum price, based on the
plans and specifications, as they existed at that time, and certain stipulated
changes thereto, noted in the contract. The architect, contractor, and committee
then began working together to refine and complete the design, and complete the
specifications.
The Fire Department disposed of the cottage on the site with a controlled
practice bum. A bit later, Adrian Robie pushed the old antique shop far enough
away from the road, so that it too, could be burned. The two measures eliminated
the cost of demolition and removal.
Site work commenced in the fall, with Hiltz Construction of Ashland sub-
contracted for this phase of construction. The site work, including the septic sys-
tem and the drainage work carried us right up to winter - longer tiian we would
have liked. However, the details of the structural design, which would control the
production of the roof trusses, were slow in getting resolved. The upshot was that
construction above grade was delayed to minimize activity on the site, while the
cycle of shop drawing preparation, ^proval, and actual truss fabrication was in
progress. By the first full week in January, construction was once again underway.
The trusses arrived on the site during the second full week, and construction should
move forward from this point as rapidly as the weather will allow.
We are running very close to budget on the Fire and Police Station. As a re-
sult, certain costs which were planned for inclusion in the projectmay be deferred.
Among those are:
The demolition of a portion of the existing fire station, some portion of the
paving around the new station, a storage mezzanine in the ^paratus bay, addition
of a diesel fuel dispensing unit at the fire station (the pad and the conduit are
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included in the work being done now), and certain non mission essential interior
equipment and furnishings in both the police and fire stations. In addition, we
propose to spread out the cost of a fixed standby emergency power generator by
entering into a lease purchase agreement for the unit. This ^proach will be pro-
posed for approval at the coming town meeting.
In summary, with careful management, and the cooperation and effort of all
involved, we will be able to complete the construction of a new Fire and Police
Station that meets all of the functional objectives established during the design
development stage. The Building Conmiittee is now in the final stages of that
woik. Job progress meetings are held weekly with the contractor, usually on Wednes-
days at the old fire station. Care in the execution of the work, and attention to
detail in the finishing, have a great deal to do with the quality of the final product.
We intend to continue to maintain the level of involvement necessary to insure that













Nineteen ninety-six will be a year not forgotten by the members of the Hold-
emess Police Department. In February we were involved in a major investigation
of child abuse which received national exposure. The "twin baby shaking case**
brought out the best in our department at the very worst of times. The case is
scheduled for trial in the Grafton County Superior Court in 1997.
March brought with it the approval of a new public safety building at town
meeting. The department would like to thank the townspeople for supporting die
need for change and improvement, and also to the building conunittee for their
time and effort in making this long time goal a reality.
There were some internal changes made in 1996. With the resignation of our
secretary the decision was made to eliminate that position and move an officer
into an administrative edacity. Officer Mark Nash was appointed to that position
in December. Not only does this change extend the office hours of the police
department, but it will also allow Officer Nash to focus on juvenile issues, crimi-
nal investigations, case prosecution, and the administrative duties of the office.
By "downsizing** we have cut costs, added services, and increased efficiency.
As we move into 1997, the department is focused on bringing the new police
station up to speed. Our goal is to provide the community with a professional
police operation while also maintaining a comfortable atmosphere for those seek-
ing our services. We encourage your visit to the new station and we look forward
to seeing you.
Please be advised that in case of an emergency you should dial 911. The
968-3333 line no longer fields emergency related phone calls, it is an office line.
I would like to thank the entire staffof the Holdemess PoUce for their contin-
ued efforts and dedication, the Board OfSelectmen, Budget Conunittee, and towns-





We are dedicated to providing the citizens of Holdemess and all of
those who visit our community with unparalleled safety, service, and sup-
.
port while maintaining the highest level of personal and organizational



























































SIXTY-FOURTHANNUAL REPORT OF THE
HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT - 1996
There is no doubt that the proper characterization of 1996 for the Holdemess
Fire Department is "the end of an era". February marked the passing of 64-year
member Ken Hawkins, one of the 16 charter members of the Department in 1932.
(Ken was 76, so the arithmetic makes it obvious that he was really too young to be
a fireman in 1932, but back then that didn*t seem to matter.) Other charter mem-
bers included his brothers Roger and Kip, the latter serving 30 years as Chief. But
rank never concerned Ken; he was satisfied with endlessly contributing in his
own way. Saying that Ken spent his life in the Fire Station is ahnost Uterally true,
because as a child he attended school in the "Bridge Schoolhouse**—the back,
wooden portion of the present Fire Station. Ken*s unique and generous personal-
ity is gready missed by all of us who served with him in the Fire Department, and
it's fair to say thathe is irreplaceable...after all, who else could we talk into always
wearing purple socks?
The other component of "the end of an era" involves the Fire Station itself.
The HFD has been housed in the same location for the past 40 years after moving
from the former Kip and Joe's Garage (now Owl Brook Boatworks) in 1957. The
"school house with a garage tacked on the front" has served the Town well, but
quite some time ago many townspeople recognized that we had outgrown the
cramped quarters and that pouring money into the old structure did notmake good
sense. The purchase of the Helen Miller property and the passing of the bond
issue at the 1996 Town Meeting assured that the idea of a new Fire/Police Station
will become a reality. There have been a few snags in the progress of the new
facility, but it should be substantially complete before the summer of '97. The
members of the Building Committee chaired by Larry Gooch deserve a lot of
credit for their diligent efforts in all phases of the project, including the ongoing
task of seeing the construction through to completion. We anticipate that the new
Fire/Police Station will be adequate for the Fire Department's needs for at least
the next 40 years.
Most residents are aware that **9H" service went on line in July of 1995, but
the State of New Hampshire has not finished the 911 map of Holdemess. The
issuing of a unique numbered address to every building or parcel of land will
occur only when the State is done. Even without the numbering system in place,
the 911 reporting system has several advantages over the old method—^including
the feature that allows a 911 operator to immediately know from where an emer-
gency call is coming.
We wish to thank the townspeople of Holdemess for their continued sup-
port—and especially for funding the new Fire/Police Station. The new facility
should be a functional and attractive addition to the Town ... a great way to usher




























The weather in 1996 presented unusual conditions relating to the spread of
forest and brush fires. During the normal Spring periods when the snow is gone
and foliage has not filled in we have had rain and soggy weather. After the green-
ing has taken place, it is unusual for fires to ignite and spread.
During the Fall when the leaves fall and foliage dries out, we again had lots
of rain. The result..Holdemess did not experience a forest or brush Ore during
the entire year. This has not occurred for many years, and we consider ourselves
fortunate.
The permit process continued with the Warden issuing 98, the Deputy 36, and
the Town Clerk 111. Annual training for the Wardens was held by the State in
Campton on March 21, and the cost to the Town was $102.00.
We again thank the people of Holdemess for their cooperation in the required





REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE
WARDEN & STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger,
contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required
before doing any open burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law
and the other burning laws of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors pun-
ishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all
fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N. H. Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist com-
munities with forest fire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as
the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions
regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws please call our office at 271-2217.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3
contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the
quick response from local fire departments.
1996 Fire Statistics
(Cost Shared)
HRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF HRES REPORTED
Belkn^ 06 Smoking 05
Carroll 07 Debris Burning 34
Cheshire 13 Campfire 16
Coos 10 Power Line 04
Grafton 12 Railroad 02
Hillsborough 19 Equipment Use 01
Merrimack 14 Lightning 02
Rockingham 15 ChUdren 22
Strafford..... 05 OHRV 01
Sullivan 06 Miscellaneous 20
TOTAL HRES 107
"REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENTFOREST FIRES!
Robert E. Boyd Richard E. Mardin
Forest Ranger Forest Fire Warden
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RECREATION BOARD 1996
Holdemess Recreation looks back at 1996 with introspection and pride. The
year brought with it many changes, additions, as well as improvements over the
previous year.
We have made efforts to offer additional recreational opportunities to not only
our younger community members but our adult members as well. Additions in-
clude; computer courses, preschool sunmier daycamp, CPR, an additional ice
hockey group, archery, sunmier roller hockey, as well as an outing club.
The six-week sunmier daycamp was a success as its enrollment was increased
to forty-nine youths per two-week session. The daycamp offered a variety of ac-
tivities to the three age groups. These activities included; swim instruction, camp
outs, hikes, a variety of field trips, traditional activities, as well as a smnmer dance.
Holdemess Recreation continues to affiliate itself with area recreational orga-
nizations as well as many state and national organizations. Holdemess Recreation
is a member of the NH Recreation and Park Association, The National Youths
Sports Coaches Association, and the NH Municipal Association.
Promotional flyers, advertising recreational offerings, are mailed out on a
quarterly basis. Updates and reminders are distributed throughout the local schools
and posted in public locations. Local radio and newspaper advertisements are uti-
lized in hopes of generating interest and informing Holdemess residents of oppor-
tunities.
A major change occurred in 1996 when Director Karen Currier resigned after
four years and Robin Maconochie-Smith was hired as her successor. Karen was
initially a co-founder of the department before she was hired as director. She de-
voted a great deal of time and conunitment to making Holdemess Recreation a
success. The board wishes to extend sincere gratitude for Karen's hard work in the
development of the department You will be missed! In 1996 the Recreation Board
also voted to add Tom Stepp as an additional altemate member. Revenues gener-
ated and retumed to the general fund for 1996 were $18,575.45, leaving a net cost
to the Town of $8,174.35.
Holdemess Recreation appreciates the work of the Friends ofHoldemess Rec-
reation. Through fundraising efforts and volunteer time, they provided daycamp
scholarship funds, sponsored the Halloween party, the Christmas party, as well as,
provided a generous donation to the forthcoming Holdemess Central School play-
ground. Thank you for all your efforts, you also will be missed!
Additionally, Holdemess Recreation wishes to thank the many individuals,
businesses, organizations, and area schools for their unselfish interest and dedica-
tion in helping to secure recreational opportunities for the residents ofHoldemess.
We look forward with anticipation to the coming year and hope we can con-
tinue to meet the growing recreational needs of our active community.
Respectfully submitted,
Robin Maconochie-Smith, Director Emile Plasse
Janet Hunt-Hawkins, Chair Trish DriscoU
Paul Elkins, Secretary Tom Stepp




The Trustees of The Holdemess Free Library are deeply grateful for the help
and support given to the library by many volunteers and the Friends of the Library
group during 1996. Their valuable assistance has helped the Trustees to keep within
the budget and has increased efficiency of the library directors.
At a special meeting held in August the Trustees developed a mission state-
ment, a comprehensive list of needs for the library, and established both long and
short term goals. This has resulted in the formation of three committees to target
the areas of Policy. Administration, and Building and Grounds. We are still wres-
tling with the issue of providing improved access for handicapped patrons and are
holding off on a final plan until all needs of the library have been addressed. These
also include roof repairs and better utilization of space, as well as conversion to
bar-coding for computerization of the collection in keeping with state reconmien-
dations. Our goals are dictated in part by the technological revolution sweeping
the country and by the steady increase in patronage of the library.
Two Memorial Funds have been established during the year to honor Terry
Closson, husband of former Trustee, Crecia Closson, and Laurence B. Fisher, son
ofTrustee, Nancy W. Grady. As these accounts are still growing, the specific use of
the funds has not yet been determined.
Beginning in January 1997, The Holdemess Free Library with join over fifty-
six other libraries within New Hampshire in administering our own finances. This
change in account management will save time and increase efficiency for both the






















Games, Puzzles, etc. 120
TOTALS 15,264 **
**1996 acquisitions: 500 books, 51 videos, 42 audio cassettes, 10 audio CDs, 12
computer CDs, 7 other computer programs Discards: 189 books
LIBRARY HOURS:
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays - 10 am to 6 pm
Sunmier: same, plus Fridays - 2 to 8 pm
ACTIVITIES:
Mary DeLashmit continues as Librarian. Linda MacNeil continued as our sum-
mer Friday evening worker, and worked other times as needed. Tina Hobart was
hired on a part-time basis this year to fill in for Jane Blaine for four months, but
Jane is back with us again now.
We have obtained more CD-ROMS for our patrons* computer, thanks to gifts
as well as purchases. It continues to be one of the most popular items in the library.
Summer Story Time this year had an attendance of over 100 children. We
thank all our volunteers who helped out with the reading! About 94 children also
enjoyed reading some fun and interesting new books during our Summer Reading
Program, "Reading—the Best Game Around". The theme was picked to coordi-
nate with the Siunmer Olympics being held in our country this year. We thank the
McDonald's restaurants in Plymouth and Meredith who again offered coupons for
books read, which were a big draw for the kids.
Our annual Friends Plant, Book and Food Sale this year went very well—as
usual. Some new computer CDs and books were obtained with part of the money
earned. Crafts Day patrons made Christmas wreaths and swags using greens pro-
vided by our Friends of the Library. We also learned to make some lovely Christ-
mas decorations with the help of Lila Heath and others. Thanks go to all those who






Our building program enters its fourth year. We look at 1996 as a giant step
towards completing our move. Roger Gage was the clerk of the works, and imag-
ine all that was accomplished! Water, electricity and heat now serve the building.
The basement level community room, kitchen and lavatories are ready to serve as
a program area. Community groups are invited to make use of this space as well.
The museum level behind the entrance doors has been painted and is ready to
be decorated and receive the items stored, thanks to Doris Graton. The attic area
needs to have the floor laid before it can serve our storage needs. Vendors and the
Meredith Village Savings Bank have contributed over $5,000 by discounting their
bills. We thank you.
The Meeting House and the community room are beginning to shape our pro-
grams. A successful auction under the leadership of Gerry Love will continue in
1997. We hope to have old road signs to add to the auction. We want to acknowl-
edge the wonderful chicken barbeque dinner - donated by Alex Ray, who served
over 125 guests after the auction. House Tours continue to draw 30 people. We are
beginning to establish our files and archives. Hopefully, old timers will share let-
ters, pictures and items of interest. The Society was pleased to host a social follow-
ing the lighting of the post office Christmas tree.
We plan to completer the Coital Fund Drive in 1997. Since 1994 we have
received $53,000 in cash gifts. Our goal is to raise an additional $45,000 to reduce
all loans and to complete the transition.
The interest and support by the Holdemess community is deeply ^preciated.


























Those attending our Memorial Day observances since 1994 have noticed a
change in the parade route. Units no longer muster in front of the fire house. In-
stead they form up at the base of Shepard Hill along Route 3, proceed to the bridge
where the nation's Naval dead are honored, then turn down Route 113 allowing
motorized units to continue on. This has made a far safer situation bringing the
town into closer compliance with a State Police request not to tie up Route 3 for
such long periods. In the past, holiday weekend traffic has been backed up almost
to White Oak Pond!
At the gate to the cemetery just off Route 3, units gather next to pay tribute to
those who gave their lives while fighting on and over the land. Taps is played, then
the National Anthem is played followed by Bob Grady playing a slow lament on
the bagpipes.
Plans in 1997 call for inviting either the Green Mountain Highlanders orNew
Hampshire Police Pipe Band, a financial burden to be shared with other neaiby
towns. Local civic and Scout units will also be invited to march.
Finally, your organizers need to find new and innovative ways to involve more
of our young people! Many of them have been bom since \^etnam and while the
nation has remained at peace. They have a difficult time grasping what a real war
is like ... and the ultimate sacrifice in giving one's own life for our nation. We need
to work on this!
Meanwhile the 1997 date for Memorial Day is Monday, May 26. Since New





ZONING BOARD OFADJUSTMENT - 1996
Because most of the requests for Variances we receive are for septic systems
on difficult lots..ledge, shorefront, steep topography, for our February meeting, the
Board invited Ken McDonald from the Department of Environmental Services to
review with us the recent changes in State requirements, and how to "mesh" those
requirements within the framework of our Town Zoning Regulations. His infor-
mation was most welcome regarding two particular appeals before the Board in
the Spring of 1996.
For our March meeting the invited guest was Piere Kraft-Lund, Planner from
the Lakes Region Planning Commission. He reviewed for us the various criteria
involved in Variance Appeals, particularly relating to the evaluation of the "hard-
ship** requirement Also discusses was the importance of site inspection "walk-
overs**. This Zoning Board does require an on-site inspection on almost all cases
requiring side-Une variances. This procedure is an invaluable assist in making fair
decisions.
During the calendar year of 1996, this Board received nine appeals, which
were decided as follows:
Four cases requested variances for septic system installations. All were even-
tually approved after site inspections. One appeal of an Administrative Decision,
as regards roof repair and alteration of a roof-Une on a non-conforming lot was
also approved. Seasonal Conversion for a lakeshore cottage with a recently in-
stalled septic system was approved, as well as variances for installation for two
drilled wells.
The Irving Gas Station was denied a variance for square footage of signs in
excess of that aUowed by the Zoning Ordinance.
The Zoning Board usually meets on the 2nd Tuesday of each month, unless
other municipal meetings intervene. Meeting dates, and "deadline** for submission
of Appeals is posted at the Post Office and at the Town Hall.
Olive W. Staples, Chairman Adam Tatem
Harry Decker, \^ce-Chairman Ronald Huntoon
Priscilla Farrell, Clerk Michael Hyland, Aim.
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HOLDERNESS PLANNING BOARD
1996 was a relatively quiet year for the Planning Board. With the existing
numbers of lots in town there seems little pressure to subdivide. We did process
several Site Plan Reviews. The most notable of them probably being the Holder-
ness Irving gas station on route 175A. They replaced their existing underground
tanks with some that are much more securely anchored in the ground and hope-
fully much less of a hazard to the environment. The Board also worked with some
sites to establish a "base line** of what is presently existing in preparation for pos-
sible future change or expansion.
The Board was taken to court over a decision it made regarding the Howe
gravel it on route 113. The court stayed any further excavation of the pit until such
time as further hearings are held. Actually it was not the Boards decision that was
as much in question before the court as it was the authority of the Board to take any
action at all. The wording in the law that governs gravel pits (RSA 155-E) is not
the clearest in the world. There is some vagueness in the law and the Board felt
that we were within om* rights to make decisions regarding the pit. Others (not the
pit owners) felt otherwise and we went to court. We haven*t heard whether we
were correct or not but meanwhile the pit may not excavate.
Starting last summer the Board held several meetings with the Selectmen, the
2^ning Board of Adjustment, the Conservation Commission, and others. They
were all very helpful in providing input towards improving our Zoning Ordinance.
The Planning Board, using the input from those that came to the meetings, is rec-
ommending that the voters adopt the 6 proposed amendments to the Holdemess
Zoning Ordinace. These amendments are within the spirit and guidelines of the
Master Plan adopted by the Town and will hopefully help guide us in the direction
you want to see for the town.
The Board with the approval of the Selectmen and the budget conunittee have
requested money to hire a group from the University ofNew Hampshire to review
the town roads and give us a report on their condition and a reconmiendation of
improvements needed. This is a project we try and do every ten years or so. The
UNH report, along with conmients from the highway department, is very helpful
to the board in assisting us to make reconunendations for road improvements to
the Selectmen. It is highly traveled road in poor shape to the lesser traveled road in
terrible condition.
On this years warrant will come a question on the acceptance ofLane Road as
a town road. The Planning Board approves of the acceptance of this road, as per
RSA 674:40, under the conditions laid out be the Selectmen (primarily that a bet-
terment assessment on the effected lots reimburse the town for improvements to
the road and that the entrance of the road off of Coxboro road be relocated.) We
reconunend that the voters of the town vote in the affirmative for the road accep-
tance and for the expenditure of fiinds as requested by the Selectmen.
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We do have two continuing problems;
1. There is a need for members on almost all boards and conmiittees. Please
let the Selectmen know that you will be willing to put in your time and be a
part of our town.
2. Very few people show up to observe the meetings of the various boards.
Have you ever been to a regular Planning Board meeting, or a Selectmen's
meeting or a School Board meeting? All of these meetings and others are
posted on the bulletin board at the town hall and at the post office. Please
come, we can use your input.
Respectfully,




The major activities of the commission in 1993 revolved around the three
town conservation properties. In early May with the assistance of students from
Plymouth State College, the conmiission cleaned up portions of the Pemigewasset
Riverside Park. Although not all the rubbish was removed, the piles of materials
that were collected by the end of the day were substantial. The conunission con-
tracted with Mr John Downing to haul the materials to the town transfer station.
In June the commission sponsored a trail building day at the Pilote Forest.
The new trail goes from Beede Road, just adjacent to where the road passes over
the brook, to an old log yard located about a third of way into the property. A series
of logging roads radiate away from the log yard, and the conmiission hopes to
work on some of these to continue the trail to the upper reaches of the property.
During the late summer commission members cleaned up j)ortions of the Town
Forest adjacent to Beede Road. About 40i- tire carcasses were removed from this
location and from the Pemi Riverside Park. The commission requests that town
residents use the transfer station to get rid of their tires and not the conservation
properties. If you do see people dumping trash on any of the properties, please call
the town office.
Mr Jim Hersey of the US Soil Conservation Service visited the Town Forest
property in October and gave the commission suggestions as to how to re-vegetate
areas of the forest that were previously stripped of top soil. The commission plans
to follow his suggestions in the spring.
This fall the conmfiission contracted with Arlan Construction to build a small
parking lot at the Town Forest This is now completed will provide parking for
visitors to either the Town Forest or the Pilote Forest.
The commission has just about completed work on management plans for all
three properties, and hearings on these plans will be held in the spring. The major
stipulation of all plans is to restrict use to day-use only, unless special request is
made of the commission. The conmiission wants the properties to be used by town
residents, but at the same time asks the users to be respectful of each of the envi-
ronments, and to please carry out whatever materials you carry in.
The commission continues to deal on a regular basis with items related to
docks, wetlands permits, etc.We have worked with and will continue to work with
the town Master Plan Committee. The commission completed the rough draft of
the ch^ter on conservation that will appear in that document.
The commission meets every second Thursday at 7:00 pm in the town hall.
Special meetings and field inspections are held in between regular meetings. The
commission would like to recruit new members and if you think you have an inter-
est in what we are doing, please talk to the Selectmen or the Chair of the commis-
sion. All proceedings of the commission are open to the public and we welcome all
comments and offers of assistance.
Kevin Frank Tink Taylor Scott Pulsifer
Jim Nourse Jack Saunders Larry Spencer, Chair
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
1996 ANNUAL REPORT
The Lakes Region Planning Commission is a voluntary, non-profit associa-
tion of local governments formed for the purpose of bringing are municipalities
together. By associating and pooling resources, local governments have access to
a highly trained professional staff for a wide variety of services. The LRPC works
to benefit the member conmiunities and the region overall. The LRPC has exper-
tise in land use and transportation planning, master planning, environmental plan-
ning, capital improvement programming, economic and community development,
housing, fiscal and environmental impact analysis, geographic information sys-
tems, household hazardous waste collections, engineering and site plan review.
Circuit rider planning and public facilitation services are also available from the
Commission.
Your support helps the LRPC maintain a regional presence working on behalf
of all local governments in the Lakes Region. Over the past year the LRPC:
• Provided consultation and technical assistance to thirty-one member communi-
ties.
• Co-hosted three public Municipal Law Lectures where practicing attorneys pro-
vide a legal perspective on local planning, zoning and other municipal issues.
• Presented a public workshop for local land use and select boards on home occu-
pations where attorneys and planners participated in a panel discussion on this
rapidly growing economic and land use activity.
• Convened a public workshop on the basics ofplanning for planning boardmem-
bers and others who need an introduction or refresher seminar on the dynamics
and responsibilities of the local planning process.
• Convened four public meetings to receive public conmient as part of the update
to the Lakes Region Transportation Plan. The Transportation Plan is the policy
document which supports additions to the regional and state transportation im-
provement programs.
• Completed Phase 2 of the Route 16 Corridor Study and initiated work on the
analysis and recommendations aspect of Phase 3.
• Represented the Region on the N. H. Heritage Trail Advisory Committee.
• Continued to update the regional land use map using geographic information
system technology. Land use for Franklin, Laconia, Gilford, Tllton, Meredith
and Hill was completed last year, more conmiunities will be added in the next
year.
• Continued to support area economic development policy as a board member of
the Belknap County Economic Development Council and Newfound Economic
Development Corporation Mitigation Fund Advisory Committee. Applied for
regional funding to support economic development from the NH Community
Development Finance Authority.
• Produced and distributed newsletters focusing on planning topics and issues
relevant to the Lakes Region.
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Represented the region in discussions leading to the construction of an access
road to Govemor*s State Park along Lake Winnisquam as a member of the
Govemor*s State Park Advisory Conmiittee.
Served as the Lakes Region's data clearinghouse for U. S. Census, demographic
and statistical data. These data are available to community officials and the pub-
lic.
Retained regional interest in locating a state sponsored conference facility in the
Lakes Region.
Developed public infonnation materials, e.g., brochure, display, draftmap guide
and slide shoe, as part of a major effort to educate the public about nonpoint
source pollution in the Lake Wnnipesaukee watershed.
Provided support to the U. S. Americorps staff who focused on working with
local land owners on issues related to water quality and land management.
As part of the NH Rivers Management and Protection Program, the LRPC con-
tacted study area towns to establish the Pemigewasset River Advisory Conunit-
tee.
Performed substantial woik on a report that compares single-day household haz-
ardous waste (HHW) collections with permanent HHW collection facilities.
Established subareas of the Lakes Region as forums to discuss regional plan-
ning issues.
Coordinated the 12th annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection, the larg-
est single day, multi-site collection in New Hampshire.
We look forward to serving Holdemess in the future. Feel free to contact us at




Ofifice Hours for the Compliance Officer are: Monday & Wednesday..8:(X)
AM to 12:00 PM at the Town Hall. Tel. no. 968-9954





























WHITE OAK SOLID WASTE
DISTRICT REPORT
1996 was a year of change for the Transfer Station, the most noticeable being
the limiting of allowable material to be bumed. The end result was a 2/3 rd in-
crease in construction/demolition loads that had to be paid for, which included
cardboard, as well as, treated wood and mixed material items. Paying for this in-
creased tonnage steeply increased costs to the Town.
TheTown is looking into responsible solutions to reduce the amount of "demo**
loads, while still providing services to transfer station users. Space is at a pre-
mium, so options are limited.
Recylcing uses much of the available space, with tires, shingle bunkers, white
goods and the bum area Any expansion at this site is not possible, as it is in close
proximity to a prime wedands.
Any major change in the facility should look at a different location. At that
time, the mandated landfill closing program will be a substantial expenditure.
Meanwhile, improvements will be made as needed to help make the transfer sta-
tion cope with on-going changes in the conununity of Holdemess.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Webster, Chairman
White Oak Solid Waste District
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
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Uncollected Taxes-December 31, 1995
Property Taxes 1 ,663,027.57
Sewer Rents 3,830.00
Yield Taxes 2,048.00
Legal Fees/Court Order 1,690.78





Property Taxes 14,297.84 11,833.00
Overpayments:
Property Taxes 3,632.37 1,787.90
Interest on Delinquent Taxes:
Interest on Property Tax 5,366.86 19,505.04
Interest on Yield Tax 0.77 39.36
Interest on Sewer Tax 12.30 213.09




Property Taxes 4,468,335.98 1,641,349.57
Sewer Rents 10,068.35 3,830.00
Yield Taxes 12,406.88 152.00
Legal Fees -0- 1,690.78
Interest and Penalties
Interest -Property Taxes 5,366.86 19,505.04
Interest-Yield Tax 0.77 39.36
Interest-Sewer 12.30 213.09
Interest-Legal Fees -0- 55.17
Overpayments: 3,632.37 1,787.90
Abatements:
Property Taxes 48,622.36 33,511.00









1994 1993 1992 1991
Unredeemed Taxes
December 31, 1995 152,266.19 78,979.07 312.38 3,787.22
Taxes Sale of 214,399.76
1,745.95
Interest Collected
After Sale 6,012.62 11,826.00 24,984.81 159.30
Reden^tion Costs





















224,865.82 164,092.19 103,963.88 471.68 3,787.22
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1996 OVERSEER OF WELFARE REPORT
In 1996 the town helped 30 families. Rent and fuel assistance was required
the most. The Whole Family Center in Plymouth is a great help to us. They know
of and have the resources to help with most problems.
Our Fire Department helped again with Christmas needs. I had three families
contact me wanting to do something for the lonely or needy at Christmas time.




INTERLAKES DAY CARE CENTER &
NURSERY SCHOOL
1996 REPORT
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank the Town of Hold-
emess for their continued financial support to our agency for residents of Holder-
ness. This support is greatly appreciated.
Inter-Lakes Day Care Center, Inc. is a private, non-profit fully licensed, non-
denominational, tax exempt conmiunity child care agency incorporated in Octo-
ber 1971, and governed by a volunteer Board of Directors. In the exercise of its*
charter powers, the Agency aims to promote child development and family sup-
port for working parents through comprehensive infant, toddler, preschool, and
school age curriculum developmentally ^propriate for the children through twelve
years old.
Our Center is open on a year round basis from 6:30AM to 5:30 PM in one site
and 6:00 PM in the other, making it possible for parents to maintain employment
Services include fiill and part time child care, morning preschool programs, summer
day camp programs, and U.SX).A. approved hot meals and snacks. Through the
State of New Hampshire under Title XX sUding fee scale tuition, based on income
level and family size, is available for purposes of employment, training and pursuit
of degreed or certificate programs, job search, and temporary disability.
Additional services include sponsorship of the Inter-Lakes Family Daycare
Nutrition Program, a group of 43 licensed home day care providers who receive
federal reimbursement from U.SX).A. by serving ^proved meals and snacks while




Home Care in this country is a diverse and rapidly growing service industry.
Over 18,500 providers deliver home care servicesto 7 million individuals who
receive such services because of acute illness, long term health conditions, penna-
nent disability, or terminal illness. Care is provided to those who are essentially
home bound.
• In April we moved our office to the Whole Village Family Resource Center.
• New board members elected in 1996 are Maijorie Glidden, Ashland Alternate;
Karen Norris, Ellsworth Representative; Michael Long, Plymouth Alternate; and
Eileen Pelbring, Waterville Valley Alternate.
• 1996 was the first year that our agency held an Annual Fund Campaign. Retcher
Adams, President ofPemigewasset National Bank, was our Honorary Chairper-
son. The goal chosen was $19,670 to honor the year, 1967, the agency opened
its doors for business. We are in hopes of exceeding our goal and look forward
to fundraising endeavors in 1997.
• Pemi-Baker Home Health will be working with Dartmouth Hitchcock on a re-
search project to develop standards and outcomes in Hospice programs. It is the
first such reasearch project in the country.
• Another Hospice Volunteer Education Session was held from September through
November and eleven volunteers completed the course.
• The Agency is actively involved in the process of Joint Commission on
Accrediation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO). JCAHO is an organization
that provides standards to assess and improve processes relating to quality pa-
tient care and has been accrediting hospitals since the 1960*s. Accreditation is
quickly becoming an important and necessary factor in the homecare industry.
This process is expected to take a minimum of one year.
• The Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency continues to be actively involved in the
local community and, in addition to free blood pressure checks, diabetic screen-
ing, and inmiunization clinics, we have co-sponsored and eight week course
"Financial Empowerment for Women,** attended the Gunstock Health Fair, Hol-
demess Health Fair, and the Plymouth Regional High School Health Fair. We
co-sponsored a Hospice presentation on grief and loss with Rabbi Grollman,
participated in the summer fair a the Whole Village Family Resource Center,
and participated in the "Living with Health & Wellness** cancer series spon-
sored by Speare Hospital. We held two free dental clinics the year with the vol-
unteer efforts of Dr. Troy Schrupp.
• Our Pediatric Niu-sing and Psychiatric Nursing programs continue to grow in
scope and provide a much needed specialty service.
• As we plan programs with the Parent Child Program of the Whole Village Fam-
ily Resource Center, we hope to expand our Parenting Programs, Free Dental
Clinics, Well Child Program and Nutrition services.
• Did you receive your Agency newsletter? We have produced two newsletters,
"Home Sights** and the response has been overwhehningly positive.
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The following services are offered by the Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency:
Skilled Nursing Physical Ther^y
Speech Therapy Occupational Therapy
Social Worker Home Health Aide
Homemaker Hospice
I.V. Therapy Family First Program
Companion Referral Service Psychiatric Nursing
Inununization Clinics Pediatric Nursing
Health Promotions/Evaluations Parent Support Group-REACH
Parent Aide Program - H.A.P.I.N. Nutrition Visits
Well Child Program Newborn Visits
Blood Pressure Clinics Annual Flu Clinic
Diabetic Screenings Office Blood Pressure Checks
DNR Program DNR Braclet Program
Sponsorship of the Plymouth Area Ad Hoc Conunittee on Youth at Risk
Visits to the town ofHOLDERNESS in 1996 totaled 2425 and breakdown as
follows:
Skilled Nursing: 668 Occupational Therapy: 16
Physical Therapy: 263 Home Health Aide: 1330
Speech Therapy: -0- Homemaker: 124
Social Worker: 18 WeU Child/Nutrition: 6
The Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency has submitted a request to the Board
of Selectmen for a 1997 appropriation in the amount of $7576.80. This represents
a per c^ita amount of $4.40 based on our town's most current population as re-
ported by the Office of State Planning in Concord.
Respectfully submitted,
Jean Lovett, Holdemess Representative
Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency
Board of Directors
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PEMI-BAKERYOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES
COUNCIL, INC.
1996 ANNUAL REPORT
The Pemi-Baker Youth & Family Services, Council, Inc. is an organization
that is dedicated to promoting community-wide approaches which aid in the de-
velopment of healthy youths and their families. The Council currently coordinates
four programs which are available to people in Eastern Grafton County 0-incoln
to Alexandria):
1. Juvenile Court Diversion - a voluntary program for first time juvenile offend-
ers which holds them accountable for their actions without going to court The
Diversion process involves the participants with volunteers from the conunu-
nity who develop a contraict with each youth and their family. Contracts may
include community service, referrals to other human service agencies and pro-
grams, personal development tasks, etc. We have found that, of the 39 students
who graduated from Diversion in 1995, more than 89% have not conunitted a
subsequent offense since.
2. The Challenge Course - a 15-hour early intervention program for teens which
focuses on issues surrounding alcohol, tobacco and other drugs. Courses are
non-judgemental and confidential. Teens in the small groups are asked to assess
their relationships with these substances and learn what they can do to reduce
their use or stop using entirely. Additional topics of discussion include high-risk
behaviors and HIV/AIDS education.
3. Information and Referral - provides area residents with a clearinghouse of
information on regional human service agencies and programs. People with a
variety of needs can receive free and confidential assistance on how to access
these resources. Callers in the past have requested information on how to report
suspected child abuse, how to access public assistance or counseling services,
where to find after-school activities for children, etc. The Council also publishes
a comprehensive Guide to Conununity Resources for use by towns, police,
schools and other human service providers.
4. The Rated PG Program - a new program for parents and guardians who would
like to receive more information about alcohol and other drugs. The program
discusses how to talk with their kids about these subjects without running into a
brick wall. It also provides information on what they and their children can do to
reduce the risk of ever experiencing an alcohol-related health or impairment
problem.
In the past year, the Council; has become one of the agencies working to-
gether in the Whole Village Family Resource Center; continued to co-write the
semi-monthly *Tamilies First" column in the Record Enterprise; provided ad-
ministrative support to the 5th Annual Conference for Parents; and, involved in the
eighth grade students at PES in the Middle School Challenge Course.
In addition to the programs listed above, in 1997 we will also be: coordinating
a conference for all 200 eigth graders in SAU#48 and Ashland; expanding our
presence in the Lincoln, Newfound and other areas; and, organizing several other
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exciting projects in the 17+ communities we serve.
Total service figures for the Council in 1996 are as follows:
Juvenile Court Diversion 27
Challenge Course 11
Information and Referral 122





THE TASK FORCE AGAINST DOMESTIC
AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE
On behalf of the Task Force Against Domestic and Sexual Violence, I would
like to thank you for your past support During 1996, your contribution helped 364
clients that the Task Force served. This includes 58 women and children that were
housed at the Task Force shelter. The following Task Force services were provided
free of charge:
* 24 hour crisis line staffed by trained volunteers
* Confidential emergency shelter, food and transportation.
* Support groups for domestic violence survivors.Separate support groups serve
adults and children.
* Hospital and police accompaniment Court and social service advocacy.
* Community education programs for schools, civic organizations, etc. Train-
ing programs for volunteers, law enforcement, and other professionals.
* Peer education programs in area high schools, covering domestic violence
and building healthy relationships.
* Walk-in office at Whole Village Family Resource Center.
This year we are requesting $1200 from the Town of Holdemess to further
support our services to both adult and child victims of domestic and sexual vio-
lence. The amount requested is based on town population from the 1990 census.






1996 COMMUNITY CONTACT REPORT
Community Contact (fonnerly Outreach) is the field services are ofTi-County
Community Action. Our purpose is to assist low-income, elderly and handicapped
persons to solve problems and to meet their physical and financial needs. Commu-
nity Contact staff accomplish this purpose by providing infonnation, counseling,
referrals, guidance, organizational assistance, and by effectively linking house-
holds with CAP assistance programs and utilizing conmiunity resources.
Last year the following direct financial assistance was provided by the CAP
Community Contact Progress Program in Holdemess
Amount of
# households direct assistance
Fuel Assistance 1995-96 31 $11,008
Weatherization 1 1,435
FEMA Vouchers 3 304
Homeless Voucher 2 499
Total Direct Assistance $13,246
We also provided these services to the community.
• Served as a conduit for government surplus food to pantries and soup kitchens
serving the area.
• Provided budget counseling that includes money management, debt manage-
ment and financial planning to area households.
• Assisted 8 Holdemess residents who were homeless or in imminent danger of
homelessness.
• Provided information and referral to Holdemess residents regarding matters such
as legal problems, landlord-tenant disputes, emergency home repairs, health-
medical resources, transportation and electric utility assistance and conserva-
tion programs.
With your help, we anticipate being able to provide at least the same level of
services to Holdemess this year. Through \I3\I91 we have obligated $9,525 in
Fuel Assistance benefits to 29 Holdemess households. Several more applications
are in progress.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE HUMANE SOCIETY
REPORT
The 1996 totals of the number of animals brought to the New Hampshire
Humane Society from your town are as follows:
By your Animal Control Officer:
Dogs & Puppies: 6
Cats & Kittens:
Stray Other:
Total Received from ACO: 6




Dogs & Puppies: 17
Cats & Kittens: 12
Strays dogs from residents:
Stray cats from residents: 4
Stray Other from residents:




Total number ofALL animals received: 42
Your Society's shelter has been inspected and licensed by the State and fulfills
your animal shelter requirements. Every town has stray animal problems and we
encourage your town and especially your Animal Control Officer to call upon us







The Grafton County Board of Commissioners is pleased to present the fol-
lowing reports and financial statements. We hope they will increase your under-
standing of Grafton County's finances and operations and assure citizens that their
County tax dollars have been expended wisely.
During FY 1996, funds received exceeded the Budget by $895,242.84 for a
total of $16,366,912.84 in actual County revenues. This was primarily due to the
receipt of Medicaid Proportionate Share Payment, given by the Federal Govern-
ment to partially offset the cost of serving a disproportionate share of Medicaid
recipients at the Grafton County Nursing Home. The actual Medicaid Proportion-
ate Share Payment was $377,952. Actual expenditures totaled $15,797,915.10,
which was $324,245.10 more than had been budgeted. The over-expenditure was
due to the County's payment to the State which allowed us to receive the Medicaid
Proportionate Share Payment.
Expenditures for Medical Referee, Dispatch Center, County Jail, Wage &
Benefit Adjustment, were over budget, but all other departments were well under
their budgeted amounts.
The bottom line for FY 1996 shows that revenues exceeded expenditures by
$568,997.74, leaving the County in a sound financial position at the end of its
fiscal year. The Conmiissioners feel extremely proud of this financial picture, which
exemplifies good management by all County department heads, both elected and
appointed.
Grafton County experienced some major occurrences during FY 1996, some
of which were: the formation of the Grafton County Regional Economic Develop-
ment Council and its Board of Directors; the December hostage situation at the
Grafton County Department of Corrections; the Whole Village Family Resource
Center, Inc. project was completed with 12 agencies being housed inside the facil-
ity in Plymouth; the Grafton County Nursing Home became Medicare certified as
of November 1, 1995; the Grafton County Department of Corrections became a
smoke-free facility on January 1, 1996; the E-911 System came on line at the
Grafton County Sheriff's Department Dispatch Center in July of 1995; long-time
Dietary Supervisor Edna Bowley retired in December; the electronic monitoring
program at the Grafton County Department of Corrections continues to grow as
well as its new, expanded Drug Freedom Program, which is funded by a grant
through the Attorney General's Office.
All other County departments were extremely busy during FY 1996. The
County Treasurer continues to do an excellent job in investing County funds, and
investment income exceeded the County Budget figure by $45,797.26. The County
Attorney performs well in his office and the number of backlogged cases has been
reduced drasticaUy. His relationship with local law enforcement agencies has im-
proved the overall operations of that office. Once again, the activity in the Sheriff's
I>epartment, through Dispatch, increases with activity yet remains as effective and
efficient as always. Carol Elliott, Register of Deeds, and her staff also continue to
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be overwhelmed with work and do an excellent job to generate a great deal of
revenue for Grafton County and the State ofNew Hampshire.
For FY 1996, the CoDMnissioners concluded with preparation of the FY 1997
County Budget, which was adopted by the County Legislative Delegation in late
June.
The Grafton County Boar of Commissioners holds regular weekly meetings
at the County Administrative Building on Route 10just north of the County Court-
house in North Haverhill, with periodic tours of the Nursing Home, Department of
Corrections, County Farm, and Courthouse. The Conunissioners also attend monthly
meetings of the Grafton County Executive Conmiittee. All meetings are public,
with interested citizens and members of the press encouraged to attend. Call the
Commissioners* Office at 787-6941 to confirm date, time and schedule.
In closing, we wish to express our appreciation to all staff members, elected
ofRcials, other agency personnel, and the public for their efforts in serving the
citizens of Grafton County.
Respectfully submitted,
GRAFTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Barbara B. Hill, Chair (District 1)
Steve Panagoulis, Vice-Chair (District 3)
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk (District 2)
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GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS
COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT 1996
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. works through it local programs
to enhance the health and well being of our older citizens and to assist them to
remain independent in their own homes and communities for as long as possible.
Through eight locations throughout the County, including Plymouth, Bristol,
Canaan, Lebanon, Orford, Haverhill, Littleton and Lincoln, older adults and their
families are able to obtain services such as home delivered meals, senior dining
room programs, transportation, social work services, information and referral, health
and educational programs, adult day care, recreation and opportunities to be of
service to the conmiunity through volunteering.
During 1996, 54 older residents of Holdemess were able to make use of one
or more of GCSCC*s services. These individuals enjoyed balanced meals in the
company of friends in a senior dining room, received hot, nourishing meals deliv-
ered to their homes by caring volunteers, were transported to health care providers
or other conununity resources by our lift-equipped buses, and found opportunities
to put their talents and skills to work for a better community through volunteer
service. The cost to provide these services for Holdemess residents was $16,066.59.
Conmiunity based services provided by GCSCC and its many volunteers for
older residents of Holdemess were often important to their efforts to remain in
their own homes and out of institutional care despite chronic health problems and
increasing physical frailty, saving tax dollars and contributing to the quality of life
of our older friends and neighbors.
GCSCC very much appreciates the support of the Holdemess conununity for
services which enhance the independence and dignity of our older citizens and






From Audited Financial Statement for GCSCQInc.
Fiscal Year 1995/1996
October 1 to September 30
During this fiscal year, GCSCC served 54 Holdemess residents (out of 250
residents over 60, 1990 Cencus).
Units of Service Provided
Congregate/Home Delivered Meals 2285
Transportation 696
Adult Day Service
Social Services (1/2 Hours) 28
Units of Service Costs
Congregate/Home Delivered Meals $11,219.35
Transportation 4,503.12
Adult Day Service -0-
Social Services 344.12
Number of Holderness Volunteers: 10
Number of Volunteer Hours: 2069
GCSCC cost to provide services for
Holdemess residents only $16.066.59
Request for Senior Services for 1996 $1,980.00
Received from Town of Holdemess
for 1996 $1,980.00
Request for Senior Services for 1997 $1,980.00
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EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR'S REPORT
It is an honor to report to you as a member of the New Hampshire Executive
Council. The Executive Council is five in number and serves much like a Board of
Directors at the top of your Executive Branch of State Government in Concord.
We vote on most contracts over $2,500 to outside agencies, individuals and mu-
nicipalities; also major permits to use state waters; 267 unclassified positions as
Commissioners and Directors within the Executive Branch of State GovemmenU_
and the entire Judicial Branch of the NH State Government is voted in by the
Governor with the advice and consent of the Executive Council. We also vote on
gubernatorial nominations of hundreds of citizens to various boards and commis-
sions as prescribed by NH Law.
Anyone desiring further information should write or call our State House Of-
fice (listed below).
Citizens in this region should be attentive to several projects:
1. The statewide Health Care Council's 18 month planning project will be
ccxning to conclusion in December of 1997. There are three very active Councils
in this District. Information can be obtained by calling Commissioner Terry Mor-
ton, Department of Health and Human Services at 1-800-852-3345.
2. The ten year highway planning process will be underway this coming sum-
mer and fall. I will be conducting at least three hearings in this district to ascertain
regional needs. Information on this project can be obtained by calling Commis-
sioner Leon Kenison, Department of Transportation at 271-3735.
3. TheNH Joint Tourist Promotional Program will, I expect, be funded at least
with $500,000 to be matched by local Chamber of Conmierce and tourists groups
to promote your region. Information on this program is available from Conmiis-
sioner Robb Thomson, Department of Resources and Ecomonic Development at
271-2411.
4. There is approximately $172,000 waiting to be matched by local economic
development promotion dollars from local groups. Information can be obtained on
this program for Director Norman Storrs, Economic Development at 271-2341.
5. There is about 10 million dollars waiting for applications from local gov-
ernments for Community Development Block Grants to improve you local town
and area. Information on how to apply can be obtained by calling Director Jeff
Taylor, Office of State Planning at 271-2155.
6. Local towns, cities, counties and eligible organizations should be aware of
the large Federal and State Surplus Distribution Programs (the state surplus distri-
bution center is open to the public at White Farm on Clinton Street in Concord,
NH on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Further information may be obtained
by calling Supervisor Art Haeussler, Surplus Distribution at 271-2602.
7. Citizens and groups concerned with disabilities should be aware ofthe large
number of services available from the Developmental Disabilities Council by call-
ing Director Allan Robichaud at 271-3236.
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8. The Department ofEnviromental Services covering water, sewers, air, lakes
and rivers has available infonnation and financial resources by calling Commis-
sioner Robert Vamey or Assistant Commissioner Dana Bisbee at 271-3503.
9. The Department of Health and Human Services including elderly, mental
health, human services, public health, drug and alcohol abuse are all under Com-
missioner Terry Morton at 1-800-852-3345.
Our State Government is small, effective and efficient. It is amazing how
many services, both technical infonnation and financial assistance, are available
to eligible applicants and for proposals.
Please call my office at any time. I am at your service!
Raymond Burton





































MINUTES OF THE HOLDERNESS SCHOOL
DISTRICT MEETING
March 20, 1996
The annual meeting of the Holdemess School District was called to order at
7:00 P.M. by Moderator "Tink" Taylor. Ross Deachman moved, Olive Staples
seconded, to waive reading the warrant in its entirety. Voted in the affirmative.
The Moderator then read the school board election results: Peter Francesco
was reelected to a 3 year term on the board, Kathy Wittemore was reelected as
District Treasurer, link Taylor reelected as Moderator on a write-in, and Nancy
Ruhm was reelected as Clerk, also on a write-in; the Moderator nominated Jane
Bjerklie-Barry as temporary School District Clerk, there being no objection to
replace Nancy Ruhm who is resigning her position at the conclusion of this meet-
ing.
Mike Hayes recognized to lead in the Pledge of Allegiance. Business then
moved to the warrant:
ARTICLE 1: To see what action the District will take relative to the reports of
agents, auditors, committees or officers.
Mike Hayes moved. Peg Winton seconded. The vote was in the affirmative to
accept all reports as printed in the town report.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
under RSA 198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend, without further action of the
School District meeting, money from any source which becomes available during
the fiscal year provided that such expenditures be made for purposes for which a
school district may appropriate money and that such expenditures not require the
spending of other school district funds.
Ross Deachman moved, Fran Taylor seconded. Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to
place up to the amount of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) available from the FY
1995-1996 fund balance into the District*s capital reserve fund for special educa-
tion. The School Board and Budget Committee recommend this article.
Olive Staples moved, Paul Montour seconded. Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items in-
cluded in the recently negotiated two year collective bargaining agreement reached
between the Holdemess School Board and the Holdemess Education Association





and further to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-Three Thousand Sixty-
Three Dollars ($33,063) for the 1996-1997 fiscal year, such sum representing the
additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of
the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. (The School
Board and Budget Committee recommend this ^propriation.)
Anne Hunnewell moved, Fran Taylor seconded. Vote in the affirmative. In
response to questions, the Moderator advised that this meeting could only bind the
District to the ensuing school year and that step two of the teacher pay raise would
have to be ratified at the 1997 meeting.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
ofTwo Million Four Hundred Eighty-Eight Thousand Four Hundred Ninety Dol-
lars ($2,488,490) for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district offi-
cials, employees and agents.and for the payment of statutory obUgations of the
District which also includes the sums found in Articles 3 and 4. The School Board
and Budget Committees recommend this article.
Fran Taylor moved, Ohve Staples seconded. An amendment was offered by
Anne Hunnewell, seconded by Esther Horstmann, to strike from the article, "the
sum of Two Million Four Hundred Eighty-Eight Thousand Four Hundred Ninety
Dollars ($2,488,490)" and replace with "the sum of Two MilUon Five Hundred
Eight Thousand Four Hundred Ninety Dollars ($2,508,490) representing a $20,000
increase to the budget for purposes of restoring the Reading Recovery program".
After discussion of the amendment, this amendment was passed. In response to
another question, the Moderator advised that the Board had statutory auUiority to
adjust specific items within the total budget, so were notbound to reinstitute Reading
Recovery. But he felt they would, based upon the amendment just passed. There
being no further discussion, a vote was then taken on Article 5 as amended, and it
passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 6: To transact any further business which may legally come be-
fore the meeting.
School Boardmember Patd Biederman expressed her thanks to outgoing School
District Clerk Nancy Ruhm for her 13 years of service.
Ross Deachman moved and Mike Hayes seconded to adjourn the meeting. So







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Holdemess in the
County of Grafton, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holdemess Central School in said Dis-
trictonWednesday the nineteenth day ofMarch, 1997, at7:00 o'clock in the evening
to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of sixty-five thousand dollars ($65,000) to purchase land abutting the school prq>-
eity and the building, known as "'That Stuff* Building, situated on the land, and to
authorize the issuance of not more than $65,000 of bonds or notes in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to autho-
rize the School Board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon. The School Board and the Budget Committee recom-
mend this ^propriation. (2/3 ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE 2: To see what action the District will take relative to the reports
of agents, auditors, committees or officers.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
under RSA 198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend, without further action of the
School District meeting, money from any source which becomes available during
the fiscal year provided that such expenditures be made for purposes for which a
school district may appropriate money and that such expenditures not require the
spending of other school district funds.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.(X) for the purpose ofpurchasing materials and equipment for the comple-
tion of the playground at the Holdemess Central School. The School Board and
BudgetCommitteerecommend this article. (Submitted by Petition) (Majority vote
required)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of two million six hundred five thousand four hundred forty-two dollars
($2,605,442) for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials,
employees and agents and for the payment of statutory obUgations of the District
which also includes the sums found in Articles 1 and 4, and includes sums previ-
ously ^proved for teacher salaries. The School Board and the Budget Conunittee
reconmiend this article. (Majority vote required.)
ARTICLE 6: To discuss Senate Bill 2 which will be voted on by official
ballot at the polls on March 11, such ballot question to read: ''Shall we adopt the
provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow ofRcial ballot voting on all issues before the
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Holdemess School District?" (Submitted by Petition) The School Board does not
recommend this article. (60% vote required.)
ARTICLE 7: To transact any further business which may legally come be-
fore the meeting.
Given under our hands this 4th day ofMarch in the year of our Lord nine-
teen hundred and ninety-seven.
Peter S. Francesco Patti-Jeanne Biederman
Samuel L. Laverack D. Arthur Bartholomew
Steven A. Greene
Holdemess School Board
A true copy of warrant attest:
Peter S. Francesco Patti-Jeanne Biederman




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Holdemess qualified
to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on the elev-
enth day ofMarch, 1997 at 8:00 in the morning to act upon the following subjects:
1. To elect all School District officers which appear on the official school
district ballot for the ensuing year.
2. Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 40: 13 to allow official ballot voting
on all issues before the Holdemess School District?
Polls will not close before 7:00 pjn.
Given under our hands at said Holdemess the 26th day of Febmary, 1997.
Peter S. Francesco Patti-Jeanne Biederman
Samuel L. Laverack D. Arthur Bartholomew
Steven A. Greene
Holdemess School Board
A true copy of warrant attest:
Peter S. Francesco Patti-Jeanne Biederman
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We have audited the accompanying general-purpose Hnancial statements of the
Holdemess School District as ofand for the year ended June 30, 1996, as listed in the
table of contents. These general-purpose financial statements are the responsibility
of the Holdemess School District management. Our responsibility is to express an
(pinion on these general-purpose financial statements based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing stan-
dards; Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States; and the provisions of Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-128, "Audits of State and Local Governments." Those standards require that
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general-purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclo-
sures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as
well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-piupose financial statements referred to above do not include the
General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles. The amounts that should be recorded in
the General Fixed Assets Account Group are not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general-purpose financial state-
ments of the omission described in the preceding paragraph, the general-purpose
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Holdemess School District as of June 30, 1996, and the
results of its operations fw the year then ended in conformity with generally ac-
cepted accounting principles.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a
report that is dated October 1 1 , 1996 on our consideration of the Holdemess School
District internal control stmcture and a report that is dated October 11, 1996 on its
compliance with laws and regulations.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the gen-
eral-purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The individual and combining
fund financial statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are pre-
sented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of general-
purpose financial statements of the Holdemess School District Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-
purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material
respects in relation to the general-puipose financial statements taken as a whole.
GRZELAKAND COMPANY, P.C, CPAs
Laconia, New Hampshire
October 11, 1996
A copy of the Audit of the 1995-1996 School District financial transaction
may be reviewed at the Superintendent of Schools* Office.
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HOLDERNESS S CENTRAL SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'SANNUAL REPORT 1997
The new school year is now well under way and it has been a busy season
with many exciting projects having been already completed and even more planned
for the spring.
This years Artist in Residence was the biggest ever, nearly 100 students, 5
artists, over 30 parent volunteers and our entire middle school staff came together
for an exciting evening of air sculptures, music, dance and theatre. This major
event marked the completion of one lull cycle of residencies. The school plans to
do a major middle school event every three years, ensuring that all students can
have an experience of this type.
Last spring, Mrs. Chase coordinated a community health fair that was en-
joyed by students and staff during the day and opened to the public during the
evening hours. This health fair marked the beginning of a year long school theme,
wellness.
Again, this spring we will be having the Middle School Academic Fair where
student topics will relate to the school theme. The scheduled date for this event is
April 24th, we hope that you will be able to visit the school that night to review the
students* projects.
I want to also report that Mrs. Green, our Food Service Director, has started a
breakfast program this year. At this time, the menu is limited to cold cereal, juice,
milk, fresh fruit, and bagels. However, as the demand grows, we hope to expand
the offering. As with the lunch program, students who qualify, can receive free and
reduced priced breakfast.
In 1994, we started recognizing students who qualified for the Presidents Aca-
demic Fimess Award. For a student to qualify for this award, they must earn an A-, or
better average throughout their middle school year, and must score at, or above the
85th percentile on the California Achievement Test. Last June, 4 students received
this award, bringing the total number of Presidential Fimess recipients to 31.
As I have said many times, Holdemess Central School is a very special place
that all people in this community can take pride in. As always, if you have any








Holdemess Central School was a fairly healthy place during the school year
of 1995-1996. Reported communicable diseases of chicken pox, impetigo, pedicu-
losis and strep throat were down considerably.
In October 1995, health physicals were conducted on 31 students in grades 5
and 7 and on new students in grades 6 and 8 by the school physician. Dr. David
Cunis.
On site flu vaccines were offered to the staff and faculty in November, 1995,
with twenty-five staff members participating.
Holdemess Central School students once again met the State Inununization
Laws. A report was sent to the NH Division of Public Health in November 1995,
which indicated that all new and transferred students were in compliance with all
immunization requirements.
In January 1996, the dental health program was held with 82 students partici-
pating. Oral examinations and dental cleanings along with instructional material
was given by Mrs. Baibara Laverack, RDH.
A Community Health Fair was held on March 21, 1996, for all HCS students,
parents and friends of the Holdemess conmiunity. The theme of the fair was Nutri-
tion. The following people from the community provided a booth or participated
in some way: Dr. David Livingston, Orthodontist, Dr. Daniel 0*Neill, Orthopaedic
and Sports Medicine, Dr. Philip Cerveny, DDS, represented by Barbara Laverack,
RDH, provided dental information. Speare Memorial Hospital provided labora-
tory testing ofblood cholesterol and blood pressure checks. The dietary and physi-
cal therapy departments were also represented. The NH Municipal Association,
Health Insurance Trustprovided total body fat calibration. Pemi BakerHome Health
provided blood glucose testing. The Fitness Depot held an aerobics demonstra-
tion. The NH Red Cross provided manikins for the 8th grade class to demonstrate
CPA. The Holdemess PTO provided healthy snacks for all to enjoy. The event was
well attended by the Holdemess community.
The annual mumps, measles and mbella immunization clinic was held on
March 25, 1996. Twenty-four 6th grade students received their immunizations from
the Pemi Baker Health Agency, Margaret MeyerAAPN and Phyllis Chase AN.
High school sport physical exams were given to seventeen 8th ^rade students
on April 29, 1996, by Dr. David Cunis with assistance from Phyllis Chase AN.
The pre-school vision and hearing clinic was held on May 8,1996, for all 4-6
year olds at the Plymouth Congregational Church. On May 14 and 15,1996, pre-
school screening was conducted for 25 incoming kindergartners.
As the School nurse, I am available as a resource person to students, parents,
and teachers. Heights, weights, screening tests for hearing, vision, scoliosis and
blood pressures as well as head lice checks are done throughout the school year
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with referrals sent home as necessary.
I wish to thank all school personnel, parents and volunteers for their support
and cooperation in canying out our health programs. When a student ccnnes to
school in good health, their learning and physical skills improve along with a de-







It is with pleasure that I respectfully submit this annual report as
Superintendent of Schools. I have chosen the following areas of emphasis:
1. High standards for all students
2. Crowding
3. School-To-Work
4. School Education Improvement Committees
Our teachers and administrators have committed themselves to providing high
standards fcH* all students. In order to do this, there must be quality instruction in
the classroom and students need to know clearly what it is they need to learn. We
have ^proached this effort by hiring the best teachers available and by establish-
ing quality K-12 curricula. An excellent example of this is our K-12 math curricu-
lum which will be completed by the end of the summer. It clearly delineates the
skills that children should learn in each grade and then builds on those skills in
subsequent grades. There is no ambiguity. In addition, eventually all of our cur-
ricula will match the New Hampshire Assessment and Education Improvement
Frameworks as well as objectives found on standardized tests. To insure quality
instruction we observe and evaluate staff vigorously and provide positive rein-
forcement as well as specific recommendations for improvement. The SAU also
provides teacher training to better help teachers understand learning styles as well
as a variety of instructional methods in order to challenge and stimulate students*
learning.
Thornton was able to start using two new classrooms this fall. Presently one is
for Kindergarten and the other for Grade 4. Additional space has provided a more
serene environment for our students and provided room for the many learning
activities that require space.
Three of our schools are experiencing crowding as well as lack of classroom
space in general. The Rumney School Board has ^pointed a building conunittee
to look at the problems associated with lack of space as well as to deal with issues
connected with Americans with Disabilities Act and Fire and Life Safety Codes.
Much of the infrastructure of the school is deteriorating, such as the pipes (they are
rotting out), poor ventilation, and asbestos issues. There is not sufficient space for
the schoors program in the areas of computers and technology and special educa-
tion. In fact it is even difficult to find space to have a one on one conversation with
a parent or teacher or student. The Rumney School Board hopes that the commit-
tee will have a report and recommendations available to the public by the winter/
spring of 1998.
In Wentworth the building conunittee is looking at the need for a multi-pur-
pose room and the needs of the art and music programs. The library is also a
priority because it is only available to students a few hours a week because it is
located in the gymnasium. Enrollment has grown rapidly over the past few years
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from 60-70 students to nearly 100 which is a large number for a small school. The
Board and committee are planning for a proposal in March of 1998.
The high school has experienced rapid growth over the past few years. This
has brought us from about 550 students to over 800 presently. These students have
been absorbed by using classroom spaces full-time and changing spaces to meet
needs such as converting a home economics ro(Mn to a science lab. We expect to
grow from 800 to over 900 students in the next two to three years. This growth will
make it impossible to sustain our present programming without appropriate addi-
tions and renpvations. The high school also has issues related to ventilation, wir-
ing and heat. A bond will be proposed at the annual meeting this March.
School-To-Work or School-To-Career is a concept that advocates application
based learning experiences. It is based on a theory that students learn best by doing
and when they are exposed to a variety of future career opportunities. We are in the
process of identifying businesses that are willing to work with the school to pro-
vide locations for shadowing and mentorships. In addition, we are gathering infor-
mation from the business conununity regarding how classroom instruction can be
more practical and relevant To a person our business conmiunity has said "give us
young men and women who have strong interpersonal skills, who can read, write
and speak well and have a solid understanding of mathematics and technology.**
This is what colleges want too. They want students who can apply information
successfully in a practical and relevant manner. You will be hearing more about
School-To-Work and how it coimects to the future.
You should also be aware that each school within the SAU has formed a Dis-
trict (School) Education Improvement Conunittee. Although the committee may
go by a different name in each district, they all function the same way. They meet
monthly with the principal and discuss relevant issues regarding the school. Par-
ticipants also assist in making suggestions for improvements to the school, its
program and other activities. Membership is open. If you are interested please
contact your principal.
Our curriculum is developed on a K-12 basis across the SAU. A variety of
teachers with expertise in a given area work on the curriculum with input from
college professors or other people who also have expertise in that particular area.
Starting this past fall these conunittees were open to any member of our communi-
ties who wish to work with teachers on a specific curriculum. Each fall the subject
areas being worked on are advertised in the local newspaper asking for people
who may be interested. Presently we are working on social studies, technology
and will be starting science. If you are interested in serving on these conunittees
please contact us.
As always I am grateful to the contributions that Plymouth State College makes
to our school system as well as our community members, board members, profes-
sional and support staff in our schools. There is a strong desire in our conununities
for quality education which is refreshing and I am deeply appreciative of the sup-
port and encouragement that many of you have extended to me.
Sincerely,
John W. True, Jr.
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CURRENT USE - 1996
Current
Category Frequency Acres Use Assessment




























TOTAL 265 9,599 646,903
Includes nine properties in Conservation Easement.
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY 1996
Description
Map 5 Lot 15
Map 7 Lot 39
Map 11 Lot 11
Map 5A Lot 122
Map 9 Lot 19
Map5ALot44A
Map5ALot89B
Map 8 Lot 75-2
Map 7 Lot 154
Map 3 Lot 106
Map 8 Lot 43-30
Map 5 Lot 49
White Oak Pond Dam
Map 5 Lot 60A
Map 5 Lot 48
Location Land Building Total
Central School 42,300 1,508,100 1,550,400
S. River St. 49,500 49,500
Route 113 1,500 1,500
Town Hall 42,000 166,700 208,700
Town Forest 72,300 72,300
Library 292,500 90,800 383,300
Fire Station 26,700 80,100 106,800
Beede Road 67,800 67,800
Shingle Mill Lane 13,500 13,500
Transfer Station
Smith Road 38,500 38,500
Route 3 32,100 32,100
Fire/Police Property 112,000 112,000
Route 3 5,100 5,100
SCHEDULE OF TOWN EQUIPMENT
1931 Ford Fire Truck
1949 GMC Fire Truck
1970 International Fire Truck
1985 Mack Fire Truck
1988 Ford Fire Rescue
1989 Mack Fire Truck
1994 Gallon Grader
1988 Ford Dump Truck
1993 Chevy Police Cruiser
1994 Ford Police Cruiser
1995 Ford Police Cruiser
1993 1 Ton Dump Truck


















School dining room/donn exemptions
Total Exemptions
Net Valuation on which





















REPORT OF TRUSTAND CAPITAL
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
HOLDERNESS TOWN WARRANT 1997
To the inhabitants of the Town of Holdemess in the County of Grafton and
State ofNew Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House on Tuesday the eleventh of
March next, at eight o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the polls shall be opened
and shall not close earlier than seven o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the
following subjects, the fifth and subsequent Articles to be acted upon conunencing
at seven o'clock in the evening of the following day, the twelfth day of March, in
the auditorium of the HOLDERNESS CENTRAL SCHOOL.
ARTICLE 1: To choose all Town Officers by official ballot:
Selectman 3 yr. term Fire Ward 3 yr. term
Town Treasurer 1 yr. term Moderator 2 year term
Two Library Trustees 3 yr. term
Trustee of Trust Fund 3 yr. term
Overseer of Welfare 1 yr. term
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote by official ballot on the amend-
ments to the existing Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board.
ARTICLE 3: Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in
the town of Holdemess, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as
follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $10,000.00 ; for a person 75
years of age up to 80 years, $15,000.00 ; for a person 80 years of age or older
$20,000.00 To qualify, the person must have been aNew Hampshire resident for at
least 5 years, own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is
owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for a least 5 years. In
addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than $13,400.00 or, if
married, a combined net income of less than $20,400.00 excluding the value of the
person's residence. [Approval recommended by the Selectmen]
ARTICLE 4: Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 72:35,IV for an optional
property tax exemption on residential property for a service-connected total dis-
ability? The optional disability exemption is $1,400, rather than $700. [Approval
recommended by the Selectmen]
ARTICLE 5: To accept the report of all Town Officers and Committees.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
One hundred ninety three thousand three hundred fifty dollars ($193,350.) to be





Transfer Station Closure 2,000
Recreation Path 4,000
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
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ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate One hun-
dred seventy five thousand dollars ($175,000.00) for improvements to Lane Road
to make it conform to Town road standards in connection with the conditional
layout thereofby the Selectmen and to authorize the withdrawal of $175,000. from
the Road Reconstruction Capital Reserve Fund as an offset against said appropria-
tion. Pursuant to RSA 231:28-33, this layout will be conditioned upon payments of
betterment assessments by those abutting, served by, or benefited by the layout in
such amounts and over such period of time as may be determined by the Select-
men during layout proceedings. The Selectmen are further authorized to take such
actions as they deem necessary to accomplish the lay out of the road, including the
acceptance of any deed or easements regarding the alteration of existing rights-of-
way or proposed roads, and the exercise of eminent domain powers if needed.
Reconunended by the Selectmen and Budget Conmiittee.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund
under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the Library Building Fund and to raise and
appropriate the sum ofseven thousand dollars ($7,000.00) to be placed in this fund
and to authorize the withdrawal of two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00).
The Selectmen are to be the agent to expend the monies in the trust. Reconunended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to ^propriate the sum of sixty-five
thousand dollars ($65,000.00) to purchase anew Highway Truck and authorize the
withdrawal of said funds from the Coital Reserve Fund created for that purpose.
Reconunended by the Selectmen and the Budget Conunittee.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of twenty
two thousand seven hundred dollars ($22,700.00) to purchase a Police Cruiser and
to authorize the withdrawal of said funds from the Capital Reserve Fund created
for that purpose. Reconunended by the Selectmen and Budget Conmiittee.
ARTICLE 11 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter
into a 5 year lease purchase agreement for a generator for the Fire/Police Station,
and to raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand nine hundred twelve
($3,912.00). Reconunended by the Selectmen and Budget Conunittee.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of ten
thousand dollars ($10,0(X).00) to apply towards the lease payment for the High-
way Grader and to withdraw said ftinds from the Grader/Loader Capital Reserve
Fund. Reconunended by the Selectmen and Budget Conmiittee.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of two
thousand dollars ($2,000.00) and authorize the withdrawal of said funds from the
Land/Building Acquisition Coital Reserve Funds for studies and plans for use of
the old Fire Station Building. Reconunended by the Selectmen and Budget Com-
mittee.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
three thousand dollars ($3,0(X).00) to assist in the refurbishing of the Holdemess
Historical Society meeting hall. Reconunended by the Selectmen and Budget Com-
mittee.
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ARTICLE 15: Shall the town accept the provisions of RSA 202-A:4c provid-
ing that any town at any annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefi-
nitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the public Library Trustees to
apply for, accept, and expend, without further action by the town meeting, unan-
ticipated money from a state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the fiscal year?
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA 202-A:4d to
authorize the library trustees, indefinitely, until rescinded, to accept gifts of per-
sonal property other than money, which may be offered to the library for any pub-
lic purpose, provided, however, that no acceptance of personal property by the
library trustees shall be deemed to bind the town or the library trustees to raise,
appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or
replacement of such personal property. Prior to accepting any such gift worth more
than $5,000. the library trustees shall hold a duly noticed public hearing.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept options on real property on behalf of the Town under such terms and condi-
tions as they deem appropriate, to be effective until a Town Meeting determines
whether to accept conveyance thereof.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to create and expandable trust fund
pursuant to RSa 31:19-a, V for the purpose of maintaining health insurance funds
for the benefit of retiredTown employees and raise and appropriate the sum ofone
dollar ($1.00) to be placed in said fiind. The Selectmen as trustees thereof with
authority to expend moneys in the fund for its purposes in accordance with rules
and procedures established by the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One million eight hundred eighteen thousand one hundred fifty three dollars
($1,818,153.00) which represents the posted operating budget. Said sum does in-
clude special and individual articles addressed. Recommended by the Selectmen
and Budget Conunittee.
Given under our hands this 18th day of February in the year of our Lord nine-




Holdemess Board of Selectmen
We, the undersigned Selectmen of the Town of Holdemess, New Hampshire
do hereby certify that on the 18th day of February, 1997 we posted an attested
copy of the foregoing Warrant at the Holdemess Town House, the Holdemess
Central School, the place of the meeting, and like copy of said Warrant at the
Holdemess Post Office, a public place in said Town of Holdemess.






BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Actual Actual Selectmen's Budget Committee
PURPOSES OF Appropriations Expenditures Budget Recommended
APPROPRIATION Recommended Ensuing Ensuing
(RSA31:4) Current Year Current Year RscalYear Rscal Year
QEN. GOVERNMENT
Executive $66,102 $62,668 $71,700 $71,700
EIec.& vit.Stat. $19,010 $21,005 $19,647 $19,647
Rnan. Admin. $61,156 $60,943 $64,106 $64,106
Reval. Prop. $16,800 $23,390 $23,225 $23,225
Legal Exp. $19,000 $14,206 $15,000 $15,000
Planning/Zoning
$16,800 $14,770 $19,414 $19,414
Gen Govt BIdg $19,007 $14,748 $21,000 $21,000
Cemetaries
$3,150 $1,326 $3,150 $3,150
Insurance
$109,911 $102,914 $105,825 $105,825
Unemp. Comp. $889 $593 $774 $774




Police $213,625 $214,995 $210,201 $210,201
Rre $75,942 $61,260 $78,612 $78,612
Emer. Mngmnt. $785 $0 $785 $785
Public Service
$10,732 $9,036 $8,495 $8,495
HIGHWAYS
Hghv/ys/streets
$225,347 S219.124 $220,556 $220,556
Lighting
Rood
$4,000 $3,978 $4,000 $4,000
SANITATION
SI 06.725 $130,145 $138,340 $138,340
SEWER $13,970 $12,500 $14,070 $14,070
HEALTH
Control animal $735 $475 $300 $300
Health agencies $16,118 $14,787 $14,906 $14,906
Hosp. & AmD. $18,933 $18,933 $19,430 $19,430
Vital Stats. $40
WELFARE
Direct assist. $22,000 $5,694 $15,000 $15,000
Sr. Citizens
SI.980 $1,980 $1,980 $1 ,980
Clinic S500 SO $525 $525
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF HOLDERNESS (Cont.)
Actual Actual Selectmen's Budget Committee
PURPOSES OF Appropriations Expenditures Budget Recommended
APPROPRIATION Recommended Ensuing Ensuing
(RSA31:4) Current Year Current Year RscalYear . Rscal Year
CULTURE/REC
Beach $4,491 $5,625 $4,650 $4,650
Library $26,730 $24,718 $27,398 $27,398
Patriotic $1,225 $65 $500 $500
Record Restor. $1,266 $1,132 $1,354 $1,354
Parks & Rec. $27,094 $26,193 $33,412 $33,412
CONSERVATION $1,950 $433 $1,550 $1,550
DEBT SERVICE $19,071 $6,520 $12,500 $12,500
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Town Properties $2,000 $2,000
Road work
Town equiD. $25,000 $25,000
Cruiser $22,700 $22,700
Fire Truck $175,000 $174,000
Town BIdgs. $5,000 $5,000





Highway truck $75,000 $75,000
Land/Bond $14,000 $14,000 $123,698 $123,698
Library $2,500 $2,500
CAP RESERVE
Highway truck $21 .000 $21,000 $9,000 $9,000
Grader/ioaaer S14.000 $14,000 $0 $0
Cruiser S14.000 $14,000 $14,000 $14,000
Fire truck S29.850 S29.850 $19,350 $19,350
Road Recon $145,000 $145,000 $145,000 $145,000
Town Hall $0 $0 $0
Conservation $1,400 $1,400 $0 $0
Sewer maint. $2,000 $2,000 $0 $0
Library $7,000 $7,000
Flood & Forestry S7.500 $7,500
Dump closing $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000
Recreation Path $7,000 $7,000 $4,000 $4,000
To Cap. Reserve
TOTAL APPROP S2.01 3.634 SI.931.741 S1,818,153 S1.818.153
NETAPPROP SI.421. 134 SI.369.305
93
SI.540.953 $1,540,953
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF HOLDERNESS (Cont.)
Aect.
TUOES
312D Und Um Omi^ Tama
3180 Raaidant Taaaa
31B5 YlaW T
3186 Pmfmnt in Uau of Ti
3189 Other Ta
3110 Intaraat t Nnattiaa m Oallnquant Tama
'»»«'wt«7 Nnaltlaa
LUBoa^ptMrn t
3210 8u»iwaaa cicanaaa C Nraits
3220 Hotor vahlela Hrwxx faaa
SZSO Building Par«ita
nWOthar L1canaaa,Hrmta 8 Faaa
3351 Sharad t«Mi«Ma
3SS2 NaaU 8 Taa Olatribution
33S3 Nighway Block Srant
3354 Uatar dilution Srant
3355 Homing 8 Caaaunity Oavalopaant
3356 Stata 8 radarai Feraat LaM Raiifeursamnt
3357 Flood Control Raiatoursamnt
3359 Othar (Including Railroad TaK)
S79 FMM OfIMB
R» wamca
3401-3*06 Incom froa Oapartaants
3409 Othar Chargas
NXSCaUMBUS REVBUES
3501 Sala of Municipal Proparty
3502 Intaraat on Inwattaantt
3505-3509 Othar
onnnMD o^butinb Tu«fon n
3912 Spacial Ravanua funos









































































BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Acct.
Ms.
autCEOr KVBIK mrr. Eatl—cad iwii
n^«- raar fHor TMT
ESTXM1CB KVBUE For H
EfMnng Ffaaal Taw N








Elactrle - (Offaat) —
391S Capital ll«Mrv« fund 592,500 455,705 304,900
3916 Truat t Aganey f\M^»
———
—
oiNB rnmctm souko aacKabacauat rilTii»yT
3934 Proc.lrtm ijong Tars tonds C Notaa 950,000 950,000
Aaeunts Vatad Froa "Surplua'
1
'Surplus- Uaad in frior Yaar to Raduca Taxas iooaanrrn sanoEnnrnhf 1






























































































AGUILAR, FRANCIS J << GILLIAN M
AHSRN, SHIRLEY H t INA J
AHBRN. TIMOTHY
AHERN, WILLIAM I. ANN
ALBERTSON, CHRIS W
ALLEN, MARTIN A & MILDRED F
ALLEN. RICHARD A
ALLENBY, BRADEN R i, CAROLYN J






ALBERT E L JOANNE S
MALCOLM B <. PATRICE
ANDREWS, ROBERT D





ARNOLD, DAVID fc GRACE
ARNOLD, DAVID C. GRACE
ARNOLD, DAVID I, GRACE
ARNSDORPP, LORBTTA
AVERY, RICHARD P & IVIS M
AY BR, PRANCES C
AYBRS, ROBERT P <. ELIZABETH A






BAKER, BENJAMIN A t INGER W
BAKER, EDWIN C JR S. LOUISE
BAKER, LOREN B L LINDA M
BALDWIN, EUGENE
BALL, CHRISTOPHER J L PAMELA H
BAMPORD, STEPHEN R C DONNA R
BARACH. PETER C
BARBER, ALVIH H fc CAROL
BARKER, NATHANIEL C
I
BARLOW, KEVIN J t, SUSAN S
BARLOW, KB\'IN M 4. JOAN P
I BARNES, A MACLELLAN
1 BARNES, BRBNDA-LUeUER
i BARNES, WILLIAM S (. MARY H
I
BARNES, WILLIAM S i, MARY W
I
BARNES, WILLIAM S L MARY W
j
BARNES, WILLIAM S (, MARY W
I
BARNBY, MICHAEL L I ERNESTINE W
j
BARNUH. PETSR P & JOAN M
BARRY, MICHAEL L
I
BARTHOLOMEW, D ARTHUR £< PRISCILLA
BtSS, IVAN K t TANIS H
BASS. IVAN KIRL
BATCHELDER, NORMA
' BEAL, THOMAS W
I
BEARD, BRIAN R I CAROLYN L
BECK, GERALD R i. JUDITH A
BECK, JANE I DBCHA2AL. C TRUSTEES L/B
BECK. PAUL R t NANCY G B/O
BEENHOUWER. OWEN fc LILLBMOR L/O
BBBSON. LAWRENCE t SUSAN L/B
BBBSON, LAHRBNCE fc SUSAN L/B
BBBSON, SUSAN B L/B
BEIJ, PIERCE H I. KATHRYN S L/B
BBIJ. PIERCE H I. KATKRYN S L/O
BEIJ, PIERCE H I. KATHRYN S L/O
BELLADD, JEAN D L/O
I
BBLLAUD, JEAN D L/B
BBLTRAMI , STEPHEN L/S
BELYBA, JEFFREY S 4 BETTY S L/B

































BLADT. WILLIAM C k HELEN
BLAHA. BARBARA A 4 AGHBS C
BLAIR ROAD PARTNERSHIP
BLAKE, DONALD
BLBHKHORN. DAVID C 4 SUSAN H
























































































































BENNETT, BLLBN P D
BENNETT, RICHARD L PATRICIA
BENNETT, RICHARD 4 PATRICIA
BBNSCH , GBORSE
BBNSCH, OSORGE
BENTON. EDWARD 4 ELIZABETH
BBRCURY. SHBLIA
BERGEN, NANCY
BERGERON. ROBERT P 4 JEAN A
BBRKOHITZ, ELLIOTT R 4 NANCY
BERRY, SHAWN H
BETTBHCOURT. ELINOR 4 DONALD TRSBB B/O
























































































































BLOS. PETER 4 BETSY T
BLUHM, BERNARD W JR 4 KATHLEEN
BOATHOUSB REALTY TRUST
BOGIB, DAVID












BORGES. MANUBL M JB 4 DARLENE
BOUCHARD, KENNETH D
BOUCHARD, KENNETH D






BOWDEN. FREDERICK P INC
BOWDEN. FREDERICK P INC
BOYCE, MRS LINDEN
BOYD, THOMAS C 4 ANN L
BRADFORD, SAIL N
BRADSHAW, ELLIOTT J 4 ROBIN
BRAGUE, DAVID S 4 HICHELE L
BRAYSHAW, DONALD 4 EVELYN
BRAYSHAW, DONALD i. E'.'ELYN
BRBNNAM, M JANE
BRODERIC, STUART 4 AUDREY
BRODERIC, STUART 4 AUDREY
BROHSON, ANDREW G
BRONWELL. JAMES 4 LAURA E
BROOKS. JOHN D 4 BRENDA L
BROWN. ALLAN R 4 CAROLYN
BROWN. BARLB F 4 MARGUERITE C
BROWN, ERNEST E 4 IDA P
BROWN, PRANK B 4 WANDA L
BROWN, FREDERICK E
BROWN, HERBERT N 4 ELIZABETH
BROWN, MARTIN
BROWN, ROGER S 4 EDITH C
BROWN, STEPHEN M 4 J THOMPSON
BROWN, WALTER R 4 KIM A
BRUCKER, WILLIS H 4 NANCY S
BRUNELL, LAWRENCE 4 NOREEN
BRUNN, CHARMAINE W
BRYANT. ROBERT S 4 JANET L
BUCK. PAUL M






















BURLEIGH LAND LTD PARTNERSHIP




BUTLBR, RICHARD 4 FLORENCE
BUTLER, RICHARD 4 FLORENCE
BYRON. BARRY J 4 JANE B
C N BROWN CO
CALARESE. PAUL 4 JOAN M
CALLAHAN, DEBORAH
CALLBY, RICHARD 4 CAROLYN M
CAMPBELL. LILLA
CAREY. PAMELA
CARSON. JOSEPH T 4 RICHARD O
CARSON, RICHARD C 4 YVONNE M
CARTER, L RICHARD
CARTER, THERESA A
CASEY, JOHEPH E 4 ANN E
CASTONGUAY. GAIL
CASTOR. DARWIN 4 DONNA
CATHOLIC CHURCH
CAYER. THOMAS B
CHABOT, ANDRE 4 THERESA
CHABOT. ANDRE F 4 THERESA B
CHABOT. ANDRE F 4 THERESA B
CHABOT, ANDRE F 4 THERESA B
CHABOT, ANDRE F 4 THERESA B
CHABOT, ANDRE F 4 THERESA B
CHABOT, ANDRE F 4 THERESA B
CHABOT, ANDRE F 4 THERESA B
CHABOT, ANDRE F 4 THERESA B
CHABOT. ANDRB P 4 THERESA B
CHABOT. ANDRB P 4 THERESA B
CHABOT, ANDRB P 4 THERESA B





















L/B 08 057 93000
L/B 05A 088 1390600
L/O 06.010 46900





L/O 08 003. A 002 17500
L/O 06.003 26600
L/O 08 003. A. 004 14900
L/O 08 003 A 003 17500
L/O 02.018.016 21300
L/O 03 .118 003 31800
L/O 03.118.002 23500
L/B 07.148 120800
L/B 11 052 4280876






B/O 08 002 003 4800
B/O 08.006.017 92900






L/B OSA 068 16900
L/O 02.047 A 001 35800
L/B 08.027 139400











L/B 03A 039 251500
L/B 03B.060 393000
L/B 02. 040. 102400
L/B 04.021.031 68100
B/O 05 057.OM1 1400
B/O 07.071 7200
L/B 05.001 B 69869







L/B OSA. 110 338900
L/B 07.048 66500
L/B 07.043 53200
L/O 09. 002. 9125
L/O 09.002 34125




















L/B OSA. 023 77600
L/O 07.138 13800
L/B 05.045 90300









L/B OSA. 051 89900
L/B 04.021.018 27200
L'B 03 104.001 279800
L/B 03.108.001 88200
L/O 03.108.017 13400
L/O 03 108.016 i2aoo
L/O 03.108.015 12B00
L/O 03.106. 014 11500
L/O 03 108.013 10900
L/O 03.108.012 12000




L/B 09 013 52200
B/O 0a.047A.001 600
B/O 08.002.036 6900
CHAMBERLAIN, HELEN M TRUSTEE
CHAMBERLAIN, STANLEY 4 PENNY
CKAMPNEY, CLIFFORD R 4 LORRAINE E
CHA5E, DEBRA L
CHASE, HERBERT HEIRS
CHASE, JOHN M 4 PHYLLIS A
CHENARD, PETER
CHESLEY. LAWRENCE P 4 CAREN J
CHEVALl ER , MARK
CHOATE, ARTHUR O TRUSTEE
CHOATE, ARTHUR O TRUSTEE
CHOATE, ARTHUR TRUST
CHOATE, ARTHUR TRUST
CHOCORUA ISLAND CHAPEL ASSOC
CHONG, PENG-KHUAN
CICCO, MICHAEL 4 BEVERLY
CIPOLLA, ROBERT M L THAYER
CIRINCIONB. PATRICl- W TRUSTEE
CIULLO, ANTHONY J 4 CAROL J
CLAPPER, WILLIAM 4 RUTH H
CLARK, JOSEPH L
CLARK, JOSEPH L JR 4 SUSAW A
CLARK, PBTER L 4 MADELINE A
CLIFFORD, CHARLES 4 MAUREEN
CLINTON, ANNE-LOUISE
DAVID D 4 MILDRED C
DAVID D 4 MILDRED C
DAVOD D 4 MILDRED
H TERRY
TERRY H
-HESS, CHRISTINE 4 RICHARD
























ANDREW R 4 KATHLEEN
VIRGINIA M


































































































































08 008 . 009
CRANE, DR HENRY D 4 EMILY T
CRANE, HENRY D TRUSTEE
CRAWFORD. JAMBS 4 LINDA
CRAWFORD. JAMBS W 4 LINDA TRUSTEES L/B
CRAY. RICHARD H 4 CAROL A L/B
CRBNSON, WILLIAM G 4 CAROLYN L/B
CRIPPS, GARY L/B
CRIPPS, GARY W BT AL L/B
CROMWELL. CHAKLBS H III 4 DREWRY W B/O
CROMWBLL. POLLY FRANCIS B/O
CROMWELL, RIDGBLY HAMMOND B/O
CROMWBLL. ROBERT DIXON B/O
CROWCLL, MICHAEL L/B
MARY ELLEN ESTATE L/B
PENELOPE H L/B





CURRIER. BERTRAM K 4 PATRICIA L/B
BERTRAM K 4 PATRICIA L/O







CURRIER. MICHAEL D L/B
CURRIER. RANDOLPH W 4 KAREN J L/B
CURRIER. RICHARD L/O
CURRIER. RICHARD L/O
CURRIBR, RICHARD 4 BARBARA C L/O
CURRIER, RICHARD 4 BARBARA C L/B
CURRIER, RICHARD 4 BARBARA C L/O
CURRIBR, RICHARD 4 BARBARA C L/O
CURRIER, RICHARD 4 BARBARA C L/O
CURRIER, RICHARD 4 BARBARA C L/C
CURRIER, RICHARD D L/B
CURRIBR. RICHARD L L/B




CURRIBR. VICTOR 4 LISA L/B
CURRY PLACE INC L/B
CURRY PLACE INC L/B



















08 . 008 005
08 . 008 .B. 001
03 .039
07-141
03 . 002 .002
03 . 007
03A 018 002












































































































































































CUSTANCB, ROBBRT H 4 RUTH
CinXBlI, LlkDRBHCB S
OrrRIGHT. DAVID R L JDLIE
D'AHBROSIO, PATRICK V t AGHBS
D-AROf. JBROHB J
















DAIGHBAULT, SHIRLBY G k PETER J
DAILEY, EOaEKE L AHHA
DAILBY. HILLIAM
DAILBY. KILLIAM J 4 HANCY D
DAILBY, NILLIAH J L HANCY D
DANIEL, RICHARD H JR
DAHIBL, RICHARD H JR






DAVIS, LARRY 4 PATSY
DAVIS, MICHAEL H 4 DEBORAH B
DAVIS, WILLIAM M 4 JESSICA H
DAY, GARY L 4 BEVERLY M
DAY, JEAN A
DBACHHAH, ROSS V 4 NANCY S




DECKER. HARRY C 4 LYHN







DBHBIEC, WILLIAM F 4 SARA-JANE
DEMERS , JEANNE




DENHEHY. JOHN J 4 CAROL A
DERUVO, NICHOLAS J 4 HADELYN
DESLODGE. STEVEN 4 JAYNE
DBSLOGE. STEPHEN R 4 JAYNB
DBSROSIERS. RICHARD F JR






DIAMOND, SOTBRIOS 4 LEE
DICKSON, DANA S 4 CYNTHIA
DIETZ, HOPE K
DIMICK, TODD J 4 PATRICIA H
DINSMORE REALTY TRUST
DIONNB, HBNRI W







DONOGHUE. KBHNETH J SR
DONOGHUB. ROSANNA A
DOPKIN. JOHN
DOUCBTTB. CARYL ET AL




DRISCCLL, DAVID P 4 PATRICIA
DUBA, EDWARD F 4 SU2ANN V
DUDA. THOMAS 4 JUDITH
DUDA. THOMAS 4 JUDITH
DUDA. THOMAS B 4 JUDITH A
DUGA, ROBBRT M 4 DONHA L
DUGGAN. JOSEPH B 4 HELEN A
DUHKEL. DAVID L 4 SUSAN A




DUNNBLL, WILLIAM W III
DUPONT. OBNB P 4 VALERIE A
DUPUIS. DAVID F 4 CATHY A
DURGIN, MARY B
DURGIN MARY B
OUSSAULT, GLORIA M TRUSTEE
DUSSAULT, GLORIA M TRUSTEE
DUSSAULT, JOSEPH P
DUSSUALT, THOMAS 4 CYNTHIA










ELKS LODGE BPOB 2312











































































































































































































































05 .032 . 001
05.037
OS. 032 .002






































































































































EMMONS, CHARLES C 4 MARGARET
EMMONS, CURTIS G
ENGLISH, ALAN TAYLOUF
BSTRBMBRA, PEDRO 4 ZAIDA I
EVANS. ALBERT B III 4 BARBARA B
EVANS, JOHN M
EVANS, KENNETH H 4 JENNIFER K
EVERSOLB, DAVID M
FABIAN. RICHARD 4 GEORGENB
FABIAN, RICHARD V 4 GEORGENB W





FAGNANT, LEON L 4 JO ANN S
FAGNANT. LEON L 4 JOANN
FAGNANT, LEON L 4 JOANN
PAHEY, EUGENE D 4 BARBARA B
FAIRBANKS, PAULINE S
FAIRCLOUGH, NAY A ESTATE
FARLEY, DAVID C
FARLEY, DAVID C 4 LOVDY
PARHAR, MARJORIE V
FARMAR, KARJORIB V
PARNSWORTH, BETTY P TRUST
FARNSWORTH, BRIAN 4 SONIA M
PAKRBLL, RICHARD N 4 PRISCILLA G
FARRBN, PAUL V 4 HICHELE D
FBLDMAN, AVIS G
FELLOWS, SALLIE D







FISHER. EDWARD BT AL
FISHER. MARSHALL L 4 GERALOINE
FISHER, RUDOLPH J
FISHER, TIMCTHY O 4 AUDREY H
FISK, HARJtISON 4 IRMA TRUSTEES
rnZ, NANCY
FIT2, HANCY H
FITZ, WILLIAM R 4 NANCY H
FLAHERTY, MICHAEL 4 MILDRED
FLEISCHER, CARL H 4 GAIL E
FLBHNIKBN, MAYHB K TRUSTEE 50t
FLETCHER, ELIZABETH D
FLYNN, KEVIN 4 BARBARA
FOLEY, JOHN 4 CAROL
FORD, PATRICIA D 4 ROBBRT W
FORD, PATRICIA D 4 ROBERT W
FORD, PATRICIA D 4 ROBBRT W
FORMAN, HENRY 4 IDA
POSTER, J EDWARD 4 SARJt M
FOX, JOHN 4 DOLORES M
FRANCESCO, PETER S 4 SUSAN M
FRANCESCO, PETER S 4 SUSAN M
FRANCESCO, PETER S 4 SUSAN M
PRASE, BRUSCB C TKUSTBB
PRASE, RUTH L TTiUSTBB
FRECHETTE, CECILE M
FRECHETTE, NORMAN A 4 CECILE M
FRBEDBERG, IRWIN M 4 IRENE L




FULLER, FREDERICK J 4 SHARON J
PURfiUSH, MICHAEL B 4 ANITA L
PURHAN, HARRY 4 MARIE DULCB
FURHANICK, PETER J 4 SHARON B
PURHANICK, PETER J JR
GAFFNEY. THOMAS B
GAFFNBY, THOMAS B
GAGE, ROGER S 4 NYCBGGBR, KAREN G
OAGLIARDI , ANTHONY
SAGNB, RICHARD J 4 BARBARA






GARSOITT, ROBBRT K 4 HARCY L
GATBLY. JOHN F
GELDART, PETER 4 COLE, BEVERLY
GEORGE, SUSAN A




GLIDDBN 1994 CHILDREN'S TRUST
GLIDDEN, JOHN L 4 YVONNE
GLIDDEN. JOHN L 4 YVONNE M
GLIDDBN. JOHN L 4 YVONNE M
OOADB, HARY G
GOLDEN SHORES INC
OOOCH, LAWRENCE R 4 JUDITH A
OOOCH, LAWRENCE R 4 JUDITH A
OOODMUHDSON, GARY C 4 JANIS E





GORMAN, JOHH A 4 ELAINE M
GOSS, ALICE G TRUSTBB
OOSS, ALICE G TItUSTBB
GOSS, RUSSELL P JR 4 PATRICIA
GOULD, LILLI BELLE TKUSTBE
GOULD, RUSSELL 4 IDA M
GRAB I EC, JOHN P ESTATE
GRADY, NANCY W
OKAOY, NANCY W
ORACY, HANCY W BT AL
GRAHAM, DONALD C 4 INGRID A
GRAHAM. DONALD C 4 INGRID A
GRAHAM. DONALD C 4 INGRID A
GRAHAM, DONALD C 4 INGRID A
GRATON, ARNOLD JR
ORATOH, ARNOLD M
DESC TAXMAP • VALUATION
L/O 10 030 4700













L/O 02 018.007 23200
L/O 02.010. 006 23400
L/B 01.013 49000






B/O oa. 002. 059 12700





L/B 09 005.004 109200
L/0 02.010.017 19700
L/O oa. 043. 027 25700
L/B 07.101 139500
L/B 05 022 87800
L/B 03C.01S 293300
L/O oa. 043. 022 30400
L/B 09.006 318200
















L/B OSA. 104 233800
L/B OSA. 026 283300
L/B OSA. 115 152100
B/O oa. 006. 012 105700







L/O 03.025 A 87000
L/0 OSA. 044 39400
L/B 10.010 979000
L/B OSA 093 417800
L/B OSA 093 417800
L/O 02.0ia.012 laooo
L/B 02.010. 013 93700
L/O 02.020 30600
L/B 02.023 105000
L/B oe ooa. 002 245600
B/O oa 002. 0C2 13200
B/O 12.006 15000





L/O 07. 094. 14400













L/B OSA. 105 237100
L/B 03.095.010 13S8700














L/B OSA. 022 C72100

























L/0 OS. 091. 11200
DESC TAXMAP « VALUATION
GRATON, ARNOLD M
ORATOH, ARNOLD H
GRATON, ARNOLD M 4 ELIZABETH A
GRATON, JON M 4 LAUREN R
GRATON, STANLEY 4 JANICE
GRATON, STANLEY 4 JANICE





GREASON, STEPHEN B 4 ELIZABETH
GREENE, JAMES 4 ELLEN
GREENE, STEVEN A 4 JANS A
GREENE, STEVEN A 4 JANE A
GRBENLEAF, WALTER L ESTATE
GREENWOOD, REGINALD TRUSTEE
GREENWOOD, REGINALD TRUSTEE
GREGG, DAVID A III
GREGG, ELLA C TRUST
GREGG, ELLA C TRUST
GREGG, STEPHEN T
GREY, SCOTT A 4 LINDA J
GREY, SCOTT A 4 LINDA J
OREYTAK, THOMAS J
GRUZ, JOHN 4 CHRISTEL
GUION, RICHARD P 4 JEAN M
GUYOTTE, ALPHONSE R 4 DOROTHY C
GUYOTTB, HANCY 4 ROBERT
GUYOTTE, ROBBRT C 4 NANCY B
GYURKAVICS, ROBERT B 4 JEANIE B




HALL, JAHES R 4 LAURA E
HALL, LESTER I 4 LUCILLE H




HAMMOND, BVBRBTT G 4 NORMA J TRSTE L/B
HANAFORD, HAROLD C 4 FLORENCE H L/B
HAHAWAY, ELIZABETH L/B
HANCOCK, ANDREW C 4 SHELLEY L/B
HANLON. JOAN L L/B
HANLON, JOAN L L/B
HANNAPORD, THOMAS HERBERT JR L/B
HANSEN, ALFRED H L/B
HANSEN, ALFRED H L/O
HANSEN, EARL L/B
HANSON, ROBBRT W JS L/B
HARING-SMITH, ROBERT H B/O
HARLOW, PATRICIA B/O
HARMONY, MARSHA E L/O
HARMONY, MARSHA B L/B
HAROBED REALTY TRUST L/B




HARRIS, HENRY U JR 4 HARY JEANNE L/B
HARRIS. HARY 4 HENRY ETAL TRUSTEES L/O
HARRIS, MARY 4 HENRY ETAL TRUSTEES L/B
HARRIS, MARY 4 HENRY ETAL TRUSTEES L/B



















































































































HASKELL, ROBERT B 4 HARY C
HASKELL, ROBERT E 4 HARY C
HATCH, DEBORAH SMITH
HAVLOCK, RICHARD P SR 4 BETTY
HAWKINS, DORICS
HAWKINS, EDWARD
HAWKINS, KENNETH 4 THELMA
HAWKINS, KENNETH R JR 4 JOYCE
HAWLEY, ALETHA W TRUSTEE
HAYES, JANICE E
HEATH, ELIZABETH A
HEATH, FREDERICK 4 BETTY
HEATH. HARRY L 4 LAURA M




HBIHBR, ROBERT B 4 SHIRLEY
HBNDBL. PETER J 4 MARGARET
HENDERSON, RUTH W TRUST
HBHDRICK, R 4 B TRUSTEES




HEUVELINE, ANDRE F 4 COLETTE I
HEWITT, CHARLES W
HIAM, PETBR 4 HELEN
HICKEY, HELEN S
HILL, ALAN W 4 NANCY JEAN
HILL, ALAN W 4 NANCY JEAN
HILL, DONNA K
HILL, ROWENA E








HOGAN, JAHES J 4 ROBIN









































































































































































































































































HOPPER. THOMAS G & DOLORES M
HORSTMANN, 8STHER T
HOUCK, FRED H I. SARAH A
HOWARD. GEORGE W III





HOWE, CHARLES A i. EVA L
HOWB, CHARLES A C EVA L
HOWB, CHARLES P ESTATE
HOWB. CHARLES P ESTATE
















HOWB, ROBERT k PBTRA






HUBLBY, DAVID 4 DAMN




HUCKINS, MILTON (. CALVIN
HUCKINS. MILTON TRUSTEE
HUCKINS, MILTON W
HUCKINS, MILTON W t CALVIN H Jtt
KDCKINS, MILTON W I, CALVIN H JR
HUCKINS, MILTON W k CALVIN H JR
HULSLAHDBR, G IRBNB ET AL
HULSLANDBR, O IRENE BT AL
HULSLANDBR, RALPH J III I. MARILYN
HUMPHREY, GBO H (, DBNISB
HUHKINS, CARL H 4 JOANNE H
HUNKINS, MILTON
HUNHEWBLL. RICHARD M t ANNE W
HUNT, LEONARD t SHIRLEY M
HUNTER, WILLIAM S JR I. JOAN B
HUKTOON, JANE B
KURD, DOUGLAS P I. PATRICIA H
HURD, MRS HBLBN PORTER
HUSS, STBVBN L 4 KATHLBBN A
HOTCHINSON. JOHN t BLIZABBTK
HUTCHINSON, JOHN F JR 4 ELIZABETH
HUYNBN, RONALD G L 4 PBHELOPE S
HYDE, HAROLD B 4 MARY R
HYDE , LOUISE
HYLAHD, MICHAEL A 4 LUCY L
IHGALLS, JOHN S
IRELAND, CLIFFORD B 4 HARRIET
IRELAND. ROY B 4 ANNE L
IRELAND, ROY B 4 ANNE L
JACKSON, STANLEY
JENKINS, BARLB S JR 4 JULIE
JBNNBSS, MITHCBLL R
JENSEN, (fILLIAM J 4 JOAN B
JIRKOVSKY, CHARLES 4 SUSAN M
JIRKOVSKY, CHARLES M 4 SUSAN M
JOHNSON, ALICB B
JOHNSON, OARY L 4 LYNN J
JOHNSON, MAYNB L 4 DIANE J
JOHNSON, WILFRED
JONES, RAYMOND 4 ANN LOUISE
JONES, RAYMOND 4 ANN LOUISE
JUROEL, RAYMOND 4 DOROTHY
KAMPP, MARY
KAMPP, MARY BT AL
KAMPP, MARY W BT AUX
KAPLAN, JFTTA 3 4 BLVIN BT AL
KAPP, GEOFFREY
KASS, MARTIN D 4 LAURIE S
KBATING, OBOPFRBY T 4 KAREN
KBBFBR, BETTY JANE
KBBFER, JEFFREY S 4 PATRICIA A
KBELER. BBVERLY R
KSIPBR, PHILIP E 4 AUGUSTA V
KBISBR, MBLVIH 4 BLIZABBTH
KEITH 4 HIBBARD, TRUSTEES
KEITH 4 HIBBARD, TRUSTEES
KSITW 4 HIBBARD, TRUSTEES
KBII« 4 HIBBARD, TRUSTEES
KEITH 4 HIBBARD, TRUSTEES
KBIVBR. PATRICIA A T/IH/COMM
KBLLSY, THOMAS O 4 DAVID 4 WILLIAM L/B
KELLOGG, DAVID H KT AL
KELLY, GERALD 4 CELESTE TRUSTEES
KELLY, GERALD 4 CBLBSTE TRUSTEES
KELLY, JOHN J 4 ANNA G
KEMMERER, JAMES G
KEMHERER, JAMES G 4 JANE S
KSMP, SUSAN
KENDALL, DOUGLAS R
KBHI5TON, DAVIS B IV 4 JOHN
KENNEDY, JOAN
DBSC TAXHAP • VALUATION
L/0 01. 043.030 36300
L/B OS.OCO A 196400
L/O 07 039 49500





L/B OSA 044 A 363300
L/O 05.041 5100
L/B 05.015 1550400






L/O 10 033.001 27374
L/B 03 076 240000
L/B 09.007 161500
L/B 04.021 027 57500
L/B 11.059 472200
L/B 05 030 47400
B/O 10.012 22900







L/B 03B.035 001 357300
L/O 03B 03 5 32000
L/B 11 ,003 164700
B/O 10 012 22900
L/B 05 039 63000
L/B 10 007 267225
B/O 10. 009. 4700
L/B 10.007 267225










L/B 03 .095 001 712100
L/B 03.116 109400
L/B 07.095 93595
































L/B 03.095 016 252700
L/B 03C.004 23500
L/B 03.077 173600







L/B OSA. 062 406900







L/B OSA. 075 163900
B/O 11.034 69400
L/O 11. 016. 2629
L/B 11. 016. C. 002 59267:
L/B 04.019 371-00
L/B OSA. 119 137'.00
L/B 0«. 043. 021 176800
L/B 03B.0S0 165600




L/B 03C 016 190700
L/B 03.067 310400
L/B 03 095 015 64200
L/B 03.095.014 64500
L/B 03 .095.012 65500
L/O 03A.050 55200
L/B 03B.045 420400








L/B OB. 026. B. 001 130736
L/B 11.035 621400
L/B 05.013 63500
KBNNEY, JAMBS W 4 DONNA L/B
KENT, GORDON E L/B
KEOWN, ANDREW 4 JANICE B L/B
KBOWH, JANICB BARTON L/B
KSTCHUM, CONSTANCE A L/B
KEYES. ROBERT W L/O
KEYBS, ROBERT W L/B
KIMBALL, ARTHUR W L/B
KING, HENRY 4 DEBBIE L/B
KING, SCOTT P 4 ELLEN L L/B
KINGSBURY FAMILY RESIDENCE TRUST L/B
KINSMAN, J GREGORY 4 NANCY L/B
KISSBLBURGH, RONALD 4 JEAN D B/O
KLIHB, ROBERT M 4 NAOMI R B/O
KNAPP, RUTH L L/B
KNIGHT, ANNE H TRUSTEE L/B
KNIGHT, SALLY J L/B
KNOX, MARCELLA W L/B
KONING, WILLIAM L/B
KONRAD, GEORGE 4 GERTRUDE L/B
KRESSY. JANE B L/B
LABONTE. PHILIP 4 HEATHER L/B
LADD, MRS ROBERT L/O
LAFREHIERB, SUSAN L/B
LAKES REGION CONSERVATION TRUST L/O
LAMBERT, ELIZABETH P L/B
LAMBERT. ROSE BT AL B/O
LAMSON, DAVID L/B
LANDERS, G ALFRED & RUTH B/O
LAHTAGUS, BERNARD 4 MARY ANN L/O
LATULIPPE, MICHAEL E L/O
LAVALLEE, RUSSELL 4 CAROLYN B/O
LAVALLEE, WILLIS R 4 JOANN M L/O
LAVERACK, .AMUBL L 4 BARBARA T L/B
LEBLANC, JOSEPH A B/O
LEBRUN, MICHELE M L/O
LEBRUN, MICHELE M L/O
LEDGER. HARK S L/B
LEE, WILLIAM B L/B
LEKNER, CARL 4 SANDRA L/B
LEHNER , SANDRA L/O
LEINBACH, KENNETH A L/B
LEHENTINB, JEAN M TRUSTEE L/B
LEONARD. BRUCE A L/B
LBSNBSKI. ALBERT C 4 CAROL M L/B
LESSARD. BDGAR W 4 CLAIRE L/B
LESTER. DONALD F L/B
LEVIN, GEORGE E 4 ANNE H L/B
LEVIN, SUSAN ET AL L/O
LEVIN, SUSAN BT AL L/O
LBVOY, DORIS B/O
LEVOY. DORIS E L/B
LPOD CORPORATION L/B
LIBBY, VINCE B 4 CATHERINE A L/O
LILLY, RICHARD T L/O
LILLY, RICHARD T L/B
LIVENS, JOHN H L/B
LIVENS, MARY ANN N L/B
LIVERHORE MOBILE HOME VILLAGE L/B
LOCKE. ELSIE TRUSTEE L/B
LOEKWING. KENNETH R 4 GLORIA E L/B
LORD. RUSSELL H JR L/B
LOSEPSKY, GEORGE L/B
LOUGEE, GEORGE S 4 CHERYL A L/O
LOUGEE. GEORGE S 4 CHERYL A L/O
LOVE, GERALD 4 RITA L/B
LOVBTT, ANNE L/B
LOVBTT. ANNB R L/B
LOVBTT, CAMBBLL S.C. L/B
LOVBTT. JEAN M B/O
LOVFTT, JEAN M L/B
LOVETT, JEAN M L/B
LOVBTT, RICHARD L/O
LOVBTT. RICHARD P L/O
LOVBTT, SIDNEY 4 JOAN C L/B
LOVBTT, SIDNEY 4 JOAN C L/B
LOVBTT, SIDNEY 4 JOAN C B/O
LOVBTT, SIDNEY BT AL L/O
LOZIER, BRUCE P 4 ANITA M L/B
LUNDIN, RICHARD II L/B
LUNNY, JOSEPH L L/B
LUOTO. NILLIAM 4 BARBARA L/B
LURIE, DAVID N L/B
LUR18, JAMES B 4 CAROL B L/O
LYBRLY, KATHIE A L/O
LYMAN, JEANNE S L/O
LYMAN, JEANNE S L/B
LYON, MARY C L/B
HACCONNELL, WILLIAM P B/O
HACDONALD, PETER B L/B
NACDONALD, TERRANCE M 4 MARGARET R L/B
04.021 .024








































































JOHN H JR TRUSTEE


























NACDOUGALL, MADELEINE R L/O
MACGREGOR, KAREN S 4 JAMES BT AL L/O
MACGREGOR, KAREN S 4 JAMBS BT AL L/O
MACGREGOR. KAREN S 4 JAMES L/O
MACK, GARY L/B
MACKENZIE, JAMBS F 4 BARBARA L L/B
MACMILUU), RICHARD J 4 JOSEPHINE L/B
HACNEIL, RAYMOND M 4 LINDA M L/B
HACPHBRSON. DANIEL B/O
HAGGI, PAUL C L/B
HASGI -MARSHALL REAL ESTATE DEV CO L/B
MAGNARELLI. BLSBETH T L/B
HACNARELLI, Bl^BETH T L/B
MAGNARELLI ,' BLSBETH T B/O
HALASODI, CHARLES B/O
MALECBK, THOMAS M L/B
MALOHBY, WILLIAM V 4 PHYLLIS A B/O
MANITA, CATHERINE B/O
MANITA, JOHN J B/O
MARCH, JOHN H 4 LINDA A L/O
MARCHETTI, DEAN J 4 KATHLEEN L/O
HARDEN, NARK A 4 JACQUELINE L/B
HARDEN, ROBERT B L/O
HARDIN, BLBANOR L/B
HARDIN, RICHARD B 4 EDITH E L/B
MARINO, MICHAEL L/O
MARK, ROBERT B 4 THEONIE D L/B
MARKLB, DONALD C L/B
MARR, MARGARET L L/B
MARRBR. NARY JANE L/B
NARRER, MARY JANE L/O
MARRO. MICHABL D 4 PATRICIA L/B









































































































































MARTIN, DAVID 4 JOAN
MARTIN. DAVID W
MARTIN, DAVID W
HARTZ, WILLIAM B ESTATE
MASON, MARTIN K 4 VIRGINIA L
NASTRO, JOSEPH L TRUSTEE
HATHESON , KBNNETH
MATHIESON, HBLSN F
MAY, ALLEGRA BT AL
MAYBECK, HAROLD 4 KARGIE
MCBOURNIE. KEVIN F
MCBOURNIE, SANDRA J
MCCAIN, RICHARD 4 JOYCE
MCCARTHY. PHILLIP
MCCLAY, THEODORE
MCCORD, MICHABL W 4 ELIZABETH
MCCORMACK, C3WISTOPHBR J
MCCORMACK, PHILIP 4 AMARAKTES. J
MCCORHACK, PHILLIP G 4 LOUISE S
NCCRANIE, ALLEN L 4 MBTTA V
MCCUIN, CLIFFORD TRUSTEE
MCCUIN, FLORENCE TRUSTEE




MCDONOUGH, STEVEN 4 MICHABL
MCDONOUGH, STBVBN J 4 WILLIAM
MCGUIGAN, NORMAN T
MCHUGH, JOHN A 4 CAROL A
MCrVBR, JEFFREY O 4 NANCY B
MCLANB. DOUGLAS 4 SUSAN K
MCLANB, DOUGLAS 4 SUSAN K
MCLEOD, JOHN 4 RUTH
MCLOUD, CHARLES R 4 LOIS TRUSTEES
MCMAHON, KERRY PATRICK
MCWILLIAMS. RICHARD
MSAKIN, CONSTANCE 4 FAITH 4 JOHN
MBDBIROS, EDWARD N 4 LISA M
MEITZ, JUNE GHATON
MBLANSON, GALE
MELANSON, ROBERT 4 MAJORIE
MBLANSON, ROBERT R
MELANSON, ROBERT R
MBLANSON, ROBERT R 4 MARJORY D
MELANSON, ROBERT R 4 MARJORY D
MELANSON, STBVBN B 4 KATHRYM






















































4 021 033 248300
4 021.032 64100
6 026 B. 002 17351
)5.057 OHl 1300
)3C 118.001 49100
MBRRIFIBLD, CHARLES R JR 4 DIANE T L/B






MILLER, BRANDON 4 HENRIETTA






MILLER. THOMAS H 4 LINDA L
MILLER. WAYNE
MILLER. MAYNE 4 ALBX 4 HELEN
MILLS. KBNNBTH A 4 SUZANNE
MILLWOOD PARTNERS LP VII
MINICKIBLLO. PETER J 4 VIRGINIA
MJX CORP








nORBN, RUSSELL R 4 CONSTANCE M




MORRILL, WILLIAM D 4 MARY E
MORRILL. WILLIAM D 4 NARY E
MORRISON ISLAND TRUST
MORRISON. BLMBR M 4 KATHRYN L
HORSS, SHERMAN JR
MOSES, SARA W
HOULTON, WILLIAM 4 AHDREA
MOUNTAIN RIVER DEVELOPMENT
MOUNTAIN RIVER DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVER Dr.;ELOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVER DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVER DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVER DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVER DB-.-ELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVER DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVER DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVER DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUWTAIN RIVBR DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
MOUNTAINEERS REALTY TRUST
MURDOUGH, SAMUEL C JR 4 BEVERLY L
MURGATROY . MABEL
MURPHY, DONALD 4 SUSAN




























































































































































































































































































N H ELECTRIC COOP
NASH, GREGORY V t HARK A












NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY FOUNDATION
NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY FOUNDATION
NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY FOUNDATION
NEW ENGLAND TRAILS. INC











NEW HAMPSHIRE. STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE. STATE OF
NEWSOM. BARBARA Y TRUSTEE
NICHOLS. DAVID S I JULIE L
NICOLOSI. DIANE H
NIELSEN. BRIC t BONNIE
NIELSEN. KNUD "ERIC-
NIELSEN. KKUD t MARY E
NIELSEN. KNUD & HARY E
NIELSEN. KNTO B
NIKANDBR. JOHN A
NILES, HOWARD t, EHELINE
NISTLBR, STANLEY S i. DONNA
NIZETIC. GABRIEL,
NOSEWORTHY. JAMES k JACQUELINE
NOSBWORTHY. JAMES A t JAY M
NOURSE. JAMBS H L SHIPTON, SARA
HOYES, GEORGE W
NOYBS. JOHANNA S TRUSTEE
NOYBS. JOHN B fc HARY A
NOYBS. JOHN H fc BARBARA A
NOYBS. ORA




O'DONNBLL, JAMBS P I. CATHERINE
O'DONNELL, LINDA
O'DONNBLL, HICHAEL 4. LINDA
O'LBARY. HICHAEL t CYNTHIA G
O'NEILL, DANIEL P
OGDBN. GREGORY k AHY
OLBH. KATHERIHB C
OLSON. BRUCE C. KATHY
ORLICH, STEVE
ODSTEOCY, LINDA
OHBN, HENRY B TROSTEE
OWENS, DAVID A
PACE, RAYMOND H ( MELISSA
PAUER, DONALD S L PATRICIA M
PALMER, WENDELL t SUSAN S
PALMIERI, AGOSTINO A k MARION
PARKBR, HOWARD G I. HARGARBT
PARKER, HOWARD G t HARGARBT
PAUL, JOHN H I. JO-ANN
PBCK. R PHILLIP I. ROBIN
PBCK, R PHILLIP JR t ROBIN
PBLHAM NORTH
PBLLBTIER, GERARD R t JUDITH J
PBLLBTIBR, MARTIN D t TRUDY L
PBHIGEWASSET BROADCASTERS INC




PERKINS, BLANCHE PARKBR TRUST
PERKINS, DEAN JR L JEANNE P
PERKINS, RICHARD L I, SANDRA L
PERRY, H WHITNEY I, ANN P
PERRY, MRS WILLIAM G JR
PERRY, TIMOTHY
PERRY, WILLIAM G JR (MRS)
PETERSON, RICHARD H 4 BARBARA A
PBTTENGILL, JOHN B & NANCY B
PETTENGILL, MILDRED H
PBTTITT, REGGIE SOARDIAN
PHILBRICK, KEITH L t SHELLY T
PHIPPEN, WILLIAM C t DORIS
PICKBL, FRBDERICX JR & SANDRA S
PICKER, DENNIS
PIETTB, BARBARA A
PILOTB, FRANK fc LOIS M
PINEHURST ASSOCIATION
PINTO, JOSEPH H L JEANNE M
PIPBR, FRANK P
PIPER, RICHARD P JR
PIRET, MARGUERITE A
PLANT, DAVID A 4 PEGGY
PLANT, DAVID A Ii PEGGY
PLANT, MILDRED I
PLANTAMURA, MRS MARION















































L/B Oa. 009. 006
L/B 05A.030









































































































































































































































PUBLIC SERVICE CO OP HH
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PULSIPBR, BERTRAM 4 SCOTT TRUSTEES
PULSIFER, BERTRAM 4 SCOTT TRUSTEES
PULSIFER, BERTRAM 4 SCOTT TRUSTEES
PULSIFER. SCOTT
PULSIFER. SCOTT 4 ANNE









RAY, DORIS L TRUSTEE H
RAY, GEORGE T JR TRUSTEE K
RAYMOND, ANTHONY
RAYMOND, ANTHONY
RAYMOND, ANTHONY W 4 HARY F
R&AD, BERTRAM 4 CLARE T
REED, HARY L
REISSIG, PLORSNCS






RICHARDS, JOHN S 4 KARTHA B
RICHER, ANTOINETTE MRS
RICKER, ALFRED
RICKBR, ELBEON 4 MILDRED
RIS, STEVEN A 4 JRAN B
RITZ, ROBERT JR 4 ALISON M
ROBIB, ADRIAN 4 LESLIE
ROBIB, ADRIAN T JR 4 LISA A
ROBIB, EUGENE A 4 SUSAN L
ROBINSON. ARNOLD 4 GBORGBTTE
ROBINSON. GARY S 4 NATALIE S
ROBINSON. MICHAEL








ROGERS. BDMARD L 4 JOYCE A
ROGERS, EDWARD L 4 JOYCE A
ROGERS, BDWARD L 4 JOYCE H
ROHH, HBNDY BT AL
ROLLISOH, IAN S 4 LAURA 8
ROLLISON, IAN S 4 LAURA B
ROSS, EUGENB M JR 4 KATHLEEN H
ROSS, STEVEN W
ROTELLA, JOSEPH D 4 HARY
ROTH , DOUGLAS
ROTHSCHILD. ROBERT B 4 SARA
ROUKBS. CHRISTOPHER C 4 LYNBTTE A
ROWELL, THOMAS F 4 KATHLEEN A
ROWLEY, JOSEPH E
ROY, DEBORAH A
ROY, ROBERT F 4 DEBORAH A
ROYEA, IBRA B
ROYEA, IBRA B 4 RUTH A
ROYEA, IBRA B 4 RUTH A
ROYEA, IBRA B ET AL
ROYEA, HICHAEL 4 HOLLY
ROYEA, RICHARD 4 CANDY L
ROYEA, RICHARD B
ROYEA, ROBERT B 4 ODILB
RUBIN, DOUGLAS K 4 ELIZABETH A
RUHM, KENNETH B 4 NANCY J
RUSSELL, ANNE H
RYEA, HAROLD 4 BARBARA T
RYEA, SHERRY L
SAAD, SHARON A






SANBORN, RICHARD 4 PRISCILLA
SANDERSON, HARY H TRUSTEE
SANDERSON, RICHARD B 4 HARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD B 4 HARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD E 4 HARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD B 4 MARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD E TRUSTEE
SANPACON, LEO B 4 PAULINE J
SANFORD, JAMBS C
SANFORD, JAMES C
SANTIANO, ROLAND 4 BARBARA J
SARGENT, ADA A
SARGENT, HARRISON A
SARGENT, ROBERT 4 PAULINB
SARGENT, RUSSELL 4 TAHARA
SAUNDERS, JACK 4 OLIVIA
SAVAGE, WILLIAM M 4 8LIZABBTH
SCALES, JAMBS 4 DOROTHY L
SCHILL, CARL 4 HOE
SCHUTTER, GEORGE H JR
SCHWANER, WILLIAM E 4 KELLY L
SCHWARTZ, IRVING 4 IDA
SCHWSIZER, EARL 4 KAREN
SCIENCE CENTER OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCIENCE CENTER OF HH
SCIENCE CENTER OF NH
SCIENCE CENTER OF NH
SCIENCE CENTER OF HH
DESC TAXHAP « VALUATION
























L/B 03B 053 556400
L/O 09.002 34125







L/B 07. 028. 63950
B/O 03A 011.003 261400
B/O 03A.011.00S 209600
L/0 08.043.029 26600















B/O 08. 069. 37800
L/B 08.069 92600





























L/0 06.020 4 022 1654




































L/B OSA. 009 251400













L/B 07. 110. 87200
L/B OSA. 005 192800
L/B 09.049 62200
L/O OSA. 022. 002 31500
L/B 05.062 489300
L/B OS 063 1529S00
B/O OSA. 046. 013 22500
L/0 0SA.022.002A 22500
VALUATION






SBGUIN. BRADLEY E 4 BARBARA
SEVRENS. PALMER E 4 ELIZABETH
SEVRBNS. PALMER E 4 ELIZABETH W
SHACHTBR . ELLEN
SHACHTER , ELLEN
SHANAHAN, MICHAEL 4 HANCl'
5HANKER, MRS GWEN R TRUSTEE
SHARPE, JASON R
SHARPE, WAYNE 4 SANDRA
SHARPS, STEVE J
SHEA, LORI -JO
SHELDON, BARBARA F 4 JONATHAN A




SHILDNECK. DONALD P TRUSTEE
SHORES FLUME ST REALTY TRUST
SHOUP, BETH B
Smn.TZ, ROBERT E 4 NANCY L
SIBK, JONATHAN P




SIEK, RICHARD A TRUSTEE
SIGHAN. RITA BT AL
SIROIS. DAVID A JR 4 ALIKE I
SKINNER. LAWRENCE J
SLAGLE. ROBERT B 4 ELEANOR J





SMITH, BARBARA G TRUSTEE










SMITH, DOUGLAS 4 SHARON







SHITH, KENT L 4 STELLA H










SHITH, PAUL D 4 SUZANNE
SMITH, PHYLLIS R TRUSTEE
SMITH, PHYLLIS R TRUSTEE
SMITH, PHYLLIS R TRUSTEE
SMITH, PHYLLIS R TRUSTEE
SHITH, PHYLLIS R TRUSTEE
SHITH, PHYLLIS R TRUSTEE
SHITH, PHYLLIS R TRUSTEE
SMITH, STEPHEN
SMITH, STEPHEN
SMITH, STEPHEN W JR
SMITH, STEPHEN W JR
SMITH, STEPHEN W JR
SMITH-GARY, KRICKET
SNOW, ALBERT (REV) 4 JANET A
SOLINSKY, GRACE S 4 KENNETH S
SOLOMON, DEBORAH
SORELL, DAVID A
SOUTHMAYD, CHARLES 4 DEBORAH ET AL B/O
SPAR REALTY TRUST
SPELLHAN, RICHARD P 4 KATHLEEN A
SPENCER, BEATRICE A TRUSTEE
SPENCER, LARRY T 4 ELEANOR
SPENCER, NORMAN F 4 ANITA L
SPERRY, HARIA J
SPRAG'JB, ROBERT J 4 ANNE H
SPRAG'JB, ROBERT J 4 ANNE H
SCUAM BOAT LTVERY
SQUAM BOAT LIVERY






SQUAM LAKES CONSERVATION SOCIETY
SQUAM LAKES CONSERVATION SOCIETY
SQUAM LAKESIDE FARM
SQUAM LAKESIDE MARINA
SQUAM LAKESIDE MARINA INC
ST ANDRE, DONALD L JR 4 PATRICIA




ST CYR. BARRY L
ST CYR. CLAUVIS B
ST CYR. TIMOTHY
STANLEY . EDWARD
STAPLES, OLIVE W TRUST
STARK, ARCHIBALD
STARK, ARCHIBALD 4 ELEANOR
STARK, ARCHIBALD 4 ELEANOR










L/0 09-002 A 912S
L/B 09.005.003 94100











L/B 05A 082 138000

































































L/B OSA. 053 306300
B/O 03C.013.014 215700
L/B 05.023 003 7(800
B/O 08.002.043 15700
. 03A.011.002 174900
L/B OSA. 097 161600
L/B 07.098 63100
L/B OSA. 066 167100
L/B 07.144 100500




L/B OSA. 077 123100
L/B OSA. 076 387500
L/B 03.099 668649
L/B OSA 043.001A 30700









L/B OSA. 094 191700
L/0 05.055.001 34800
B/O 08 006.034 2S300
B/O 08.006.034 2S200
L/B 11.067 352300
L/0 11. 067. 29900
L/0 07.089.003 25100




L/B OSA 098 447800






STBPP, BLBANOR P L/B
STBPP. THOKAS J t SOSAN J L/B
STBRKI, RICHARD B <, HARY ANN L/B
STEVENS, CAROLINE R L/B
STEVENSON PARILY LIMITED PARTNRSHP B/0
STEVENSON PABILY TRUST
STILLINGS, FRANKLIN i. MICHAEL
STILLINGS, MICHAEL





STRAND, C STBVBN t. BLAINE
STRAND, C STEVEN t BLAINE
STRAND. C STEVEN I. BLAINE
STRASSLER, ROBERT B
STRICKLAND, FRANCIS J I. BILBBN L
STTJPACK, MARIAN S
SULLIVAN, nLLIAH B b JOYCE C
SDLLIVAN. MILLIAH B I. JOYCB C
SUTCLIPP, G80RGB
SVBC, VICTOR I. LISA J
3VBC, VICTOR I. LISA J





SWINDELL, JEAN B BT AL TROSTBES
SZABADICS. STEVEN B L MARYANN
TADGELL, ROBERT B I. HELEN B
TAM. LORBY D
TANNER, CHARLES H S, BSTBLLB D
TATBM. CAMILLA D JONES
TAYLOR REAL ESTATE TRUST
TAYLOR, BENJAMIN
TAYLOR, BENJAMIN (, KATHBRINB



























































TAYLOR, WAYME D i. MARY
TERRASI, SALVATORB I. MARGARET
THILEEN. RALPH H BT AUX
THOMPSON, LEWIS W
THOMPSON, LLOYD
THOMPSON, LYLE M t DORIS A
THOMPSON, LYLE M fc DORIS A
THOMPSON, LYLE M I. DORIS A
THOMPSON, LYLE M JR t CYNTHIA C
THURSTON. DIANA W
TIRONE, WILLIAM J
TOBYNB, ROBERT fc HEATHER
TODD, DONALD P
TODD, DONALD P
TORSSY, SHAWN M B/O
TOUSAS. GERALD B <. JEAN T TRDSTEBS L/O
TOUGAS, GERALD B li JEAN T TRUSTEES L/O
TOWER, ROSS H L ALICE M L/B
TREMBLAY. GAIL S L/O
TREMBLAY. PAUL A I. DIANE C L/O
TREMBLAY. PAUL A <, DIANE C L/B
TREMBLAY. ROBERT D <. GAIL S L/O
TRBKITT, BRUCE t MARLENE B/O
TROMBLBY. WILLIAM E L/B
TUCKER. MYRA L/B
TTJRMELLB. CORBY L B/O
TOTHILL. JENNIFER L/B
TUTHILL. JENNIFER L/B
TUVBSON, ROBERT t. JOANNA L/B
TWITCHBLL. JANICE D TRUSTEE L/B
TWOHBLY. ROBERT G (. SHEILA M L/O
TYLER. GARY K SR t GARY K JR B/O
TYRBLL. HARRY E L/O
TYRBLL. HARRY E t CONSTANCE J L/B
TYRBLL. HARRY B <• CONSTANCE J L/O
TYRRELL. ORVBLL C f, LILLIAN B L/B
UKLER, ROGER O t MIRIAM L BRIAN L/B
UKBNA, THOMAS k SUSAN B/O
OHITED LEASING CORP L/B
DNTERSBB, THOMAS M t, BRIDGET P L/B
UPWIND CORP L/B
VAILLAHT. GBRARD W t MARY H L/O
VALENTINE, ELIZABETH H L/B
VALEKTriHE, ELIZABETH H L/O
VALENTINE, JOHN H ft ELIZABETH H L/B
VALPEY, ROBERT W 4 ALICE K L/B
VALPEY, ROBERT W I, ALICE K L/B
VALPEY, ROBERT M (, ALICE K L/O
VAN INGEN. EVELYN H L/O
VAN SICKLE. BARBARA S TRUSTEE L/B
VAN VLIET. R 4 ELIZABETH K L/B
VANDBTTE. JOSEPH M L/O
VANDETTB. JOSEPH M L/B
VBASEY. WILLIAM <. BETTY J L/B
VICINUS. CHARLES H 4 JOAN H L/O
VICIHUS. CHARLES H 4 JOAN H L/B
VITTDM. CARROLL B/O
VOKES. C RICHARD L/O
VOLK. PAUL 4 RUTH B/O
VOLPB, H THOMAS EXECUTOR L/O
VORNBERGER. KARL P 4 MARGARET G L/B
WAGNER. HERBERT A L/B
WAITS. MICHAEL A L/B
MAKS, MARX S 4 KATHLEEN C L/B
WALCOTT. PBTBR W 4 GAIL M L/B
WALCOTT. PETER W 4 GAIL M L/B





WALDRIP. WILLIAM S 4 SHARRIB
WALKER. WILLIAM CRAIG
WALLHER . HICHOLAS
WALLNER. NiaiOLAS 4 CALHOON
WALLHER, HIOIOLAS 4 CALHOON L/B
WALSH, SYLVIA B/O
WALSH. THOMAS B L/B
MARBURTON, EDWARD J 4 JOYCE M L/B
WARD, ALICE B ESTATE OP L/B
WAREHOUSE TRUST L/B
WARNER EHTBRPRXSES, INC L/B
WATSON, LILLIAN L/B
WXATHBRBBB, HORMAN 4 BARBARA A L/B


































































































































































































































































WEBB. WILLIAM B 4 BONNIE L
















WEBSTER. LAURENCE J BT AUX
WEBSTER , PETER








WEISS, JERALD A 4 BEVERLY J
WBISSMAN. ROBERT J
WELLS. ROBERT S 4 SHERRY A
MENDBLBOB, MATTHEW 4 FRANCINE
WEHDELBOB, MATTHEW 4 FRANCINE
WENDBLBOB, MATTHEW 4 FRANCINE





WEHTZELL. WILLIAM P 4 MAUREEN B
WERNER. ERIC S 4 DASA TRUSTEES
WERNER. ERIC S 4 KAREN S
WESCOTT, MERLE 4 GERTRUDE B
MBSCOTT. RALPH H 4 ANA M
WESCOTT, RALPH H 4 ANA M
WESCOTT. RALPH H 4 ANA M
MBSCOTT, RALPH H 4 ANA M
WEST FAMILY 1994 CONSERV TRUST
WEST FAMILY OOHSBRVATION TRUST
WEST FAMILY CONSERVATION TRUST
WEST, EMILY TRUSTEE
WEST, EMILY TRUSTEE
WEST, ERIC P 4 EUGENIA L
WEST. GIFPORD S 4 EMILY
WEST. MRS EUGENIA L 4 GEORGE S
WEST, RICHARD A
WBSTBBRG, FRANK B JR
WESTBRRG. IHCailD
WEYMOUTH. RICHARD 4 KATHBRINB L
MEYMOUtH, RICHARD 4 KATHBRINB L
WHITE. JOHN O JR
WHITE. JOHN O JR 4 CARLBNE A





WHITMAN, PAUL E 4 JANICE A
WHTraoRE. BRUCE
WHITTBMORB, CYNIHIA L
WHITTEMORB. EDWARD R 4 KATHLEEN S
WICXSHAN, ROGER 4 SUSAN
WICKSMAN, STEVEN 4 MARGARET
WIGGBTT, DONALD 4 MARY
WIGGETT. DONALD 4 MARY
WILBURN, RICHARD A
WILKIB, DALE F 4 MAUREEN
WILLIAMS, DAVID J
WILLIAMS, DAVID J 4 JANET M
WILLIAMS. PHILLIP LBB
WILLIAMSON, ANNE J
WILLOOGHBY, ALBBRTA E TRUSTEE
WILOUSHBY, MOLLIS E TRUSTEE
WILOUGHBY. MOLLIS S TRUSTEE
WILOUGHBY. HOLLIS B TRUSTEE
WILTSE. HBLVIN 4 GAIL P
WINDWOOD CORP
WINTON, CLARENCE T 4 MARGARET R
WINZBLBBRG, MARY L
WOLFF, DOUGLAS B 4 CARLBE J
WOOD, BEVERLY A REVOCABLE TRUST
WOOD. BEVERLY A REVOCABLE TRUST
WOOD. RICHARD S 4 CHRISTINA D
WOODBURY, E D JR 4 DIANE 4 DOUGLAS L/B
WOODBURY, S DAVIS JR
WOODBURY. EDWARD 3 4 LINDA H
WOODS'JH. STEPHEN G
WOODWARD. BRINTON W
WOODWARD. DOUGLAS 4 BEVERLY
WOODWARD. LOUISE M 4 BRIAN
WORDEN, PETER SR 4 PETER JR
YAKAvoHis, Riauum
YANKOVICH. DONALD
YOPP, MICHAEL H 4 DONNA M




ZAHKA, ALAN C 4 LINDA T
ZIMMBR. ANTHONY L 4 LINDA M
ZIMMER. FRANK 4 LESLIE
ZIMMBR. LARRY 4 DONNA
ZIMMBR. PHILIP 4 DOROTHEA
ZIMMER. PHILIP J 4 DOROTHEA G
ZIMMBR. WILLIAM 4 ROSE
ZIMMER, WILLIAM 4 ROSE
ZOCK, ROBERT A 4 MAUREEN A
ZUCKBRNAH. BARRY S 4 PAMELA


















B/O 11 025 73100
L/O 11.016 C 4 003 3023
B/O 11.034 (9400
L/B 11.034.003 * 629378
L/B 11.048 (92500





































L/O 10.028.1 422.2 S618
L/O 10. 028. 0044005 7(942
L/O 10.050 1844
L/B 03.047 13SO00





























L/B 06. OK. 009 144700



































L/B 0(02 5 74400
L/B 08.062 (2100










Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday - 8:30AM to 4:30 PM
Thursday - CLOSED
Friday - 8:30AM to NOON
Compliance/Health Officer 968-9954
(Building Permits/Septic Permits)
Monday & Wednesday - 8:00AM to NOON
Tax Collector/Ibwn Clerk 968-7536
Monday to Friday - 9:30AM to 2:30 PM
First & Third Thursday ofMonth -
9:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Transfer Station 279-6336
Monday-Wednesday-Friday-Saturday
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Sunday 8:00AM to NOON
PERMITS FOR TRANSFER STATIONAND BEACH




Monday to Friday 8:00AM to 4:00 PM
Routine Business Phone 968-9555





Any change in Scheduled Hours will be Noticed.
